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STAFF REPORT
Date: August 17, 2015

File No.: HO-DP-2015.1
(CVRD)

To: Hornby Island Local Trust Committee
For the Special Meeting of August 31, 2015
From: Rob Milne
Island Planner
CC: Aleksandra Brzozowski
Acting Regional Planning Manager
Re: Development Permit Application to Allow for the Construction of a
new Hornby Island Fire Hall
Owner: Crown Provincial C/O Vancouver Island Forest Lands and Natural
Resource Operations
Applicant: Comox Valley Regional District
Location: Central Road
THE PROPOSAL:
This development permit (DP) application has been submitted to allow for the
construction of a new fire hall for Hornby Island.
BACKGROUND
Funding for a new fire hall was approved by referendum in 2015. This application
(Attachment 1) has been submitted to allow for the construction of that facility. The
facility is proposed to be built upon a Crown Land tenure held by the Comox Valley
Regional District under License No. 114434 (Attachment 2) which has been issued by
the Province for fire hall purposes.
The subject area is designated as a development permit area by the “Hornby Island
Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 104, 2002”, Section 6.9.2.4 which designates the
area as an Environmental Protection Development Permit Area (DPA) with the purpose
to protect groundwater recharge areas.
SITE CONTEXT
The subject area (Figure 1) is located on the north side of Central Road adjacent to Joe
King Park which is located on the southeast. The site under license is approximately
one hectare in size and has been used by the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure as a driveway to access structural fill and road surfacing gravel stored on
the adjacent property. The site supports smaller coniferous trees with an associated
understory with some clear areas. There are currently no structures on the property.
C:\Program Files\eScribe\TEMP\9463323092\9463323092,,,Staff Report 1- HO-DP-2015.1 CVRD fire hall.docx
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Subject Property

Figure 1
CURRENT PLANNING STATUS OF SUBJECT LANDS:
Islands Trust Policy Statement:
Policies relevant to the consideration of this application include:
3.1.1 Planning must account for the cumulative effects of existing and proposed development to
avoid detrimental effects on watersheds, groundwater supplies and Trust Area species and
habitats.
5.8.6 Local trust committees and island municipalities shall, in their official community plans and
regulatory bylaws, address their community’s current and projected housing requirements and
the long-term needs for educational, institutional, community and health related facilities and
services, as well as the cultural and recreational facilities and services.
Official Community Plan
Land Use Designation: The subject property is located in the Public Use (PU) land use
designation as shown in Schedule B of the Official Community Plan (OCP). The DP application
is consistent with the OCP policies in the PU land use designation.
Development Permit Area- The subject property is located in the Environmental Protection
Development Permit Area for lands designated as PU and PS on Schedule ‘B’ of the OCP and
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as shown on Schedule E of the OCP. This DP area provides guidelines to address the potential
impacts of development within the groundwater recharge area.
Development permit area guidelines and OCP policies are addressed in the “Staff Comments”
section of this report.
Land Use Bylaw: Hornby Island Land Use Bylaw No. 86 (LUB)
The subject property is in the Public Use (PU) zone. Permitted uses in this zone allow for a fire
hall (9.12.1.15).
Other relevant parts of the land use bylaw relate to density (lot coverage), setbacks and
screening. The application is consistent with the regulations of the land use bylaw.
Regional Conservation Plan:
There are no identified interests in the immediate areas pertaining to the Islands Trust Fund and
Regional Conservation Plan.
Other:
Island Health will require the sewage disposal system to be filed.
Water supply and quality requirements will need to adhere to Island Health’s requirements.
All site servicing will need to comply with provincial requirements including the BC Building
Code and Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure road standards.
The applicant will require a Siting and Use Permit from the Islands Trust.

STAFF COMMENTS:
The Environmental Protection Development Permit Area requires that certain guidelines be met
prior to certain types of development commencing. The following DPA guidelines and staff
comments are proved for LTC consideration.
1. Before any new development is permitted, there must be approval of a permitted sewage

and used water system.
Waste water management is addressed in Section 4.5 of the attached hydrology report
which provides details on the system which will be installed.
2. A significant portion of the water required by a new development must be provided by a

rainwater catchment and storage system.
The cover letter accompanying the application advises that:
In recognition of the importance of the ground water resource on Hornby Island
and the Islands Trust development permit process to manage the re-charge of that
valuable resource, the Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) has engaged H2O
Environmental Ltd.
H2O’s scope of work has been to analyze existing
groundwater resources and design water management strategies that have
minimal impacts on re-charge rates and provide for the management of stormwater
run-off, truck washing run-off and waste water from washing turn-out gear.
Section 6.0 of the attached H2O hydrology report notes that approximately 10,000 imperial
gallons (approx.. 38,000L) of rainwater collected from the roof will be stored in onsite
cisterns and used for non-potable fire department operations such as truck washing,
irrigation and laundry.
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Sections 6.1 and 6.2 of the report deal with pre-development and post-development ground
water recharge rates, respectively.
3. Any development involving activities that may utilize potential contaminants (such as, for

example, an automotive service operation) must (a) include a containment system to ensure
that no contaminant enters the ground and (b) comply with any applicable Provincial
environmental standards and guidelines.
Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 of the attached H2O hydrology report address the issues of truck
washing, the cleaning of turn-out gear and recommended best management practices for
the storage of materials. These sections seek to address known community concerns
regarding potential contaminants being released into the environment through truck washing
and laundering of turn-out gear after fire incidents.
4. A hydrology study may be required to identify any adverse impacts of a proposed

development upon the groundwater recharge function of the land or upon the quantity or
quality of the water resource of existing users. Where such impacts are identified, measures
will be required to mitigate the impacts before development is permitted. A hydrology study
will be required where a proposed development involves significant removal of vegetation,
significant alteration of the ground, significant alteration of surface drainage, or significant
use of groundwater.
As required by the development permit guidelines the applicant has provided a hydrological
study, prepared by H2O Ltd., which is appended to this report as Attachment 4.
It is important to note that the Development Permit can only address the above noted guidelines
and would expire in 2 years from the date of issue if development has not substantially
commenced.
Staff recommends the issuance of Development Permit HO-DP-2015.1 as the application is in
compliance with the Development Permit Guidelines of the Hornby Island Official Community
Plan.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. THAT the Hornby Island Local Trust Committee direct staff to issue Development Permit
HO-DP-2015.1 for Crown Lands held under tenure by the Comox Valley Regional
District under License No. 114434 described as That part of the remainder of
NW1/4, Section 11, Hornby Island, Nanaimo District, containing 1.0 hectares, more or
less.

Prepared and Submitted by:

Rob Milne

August 17, 2015

Rob Milne, Island Planner

Date
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Concurred in by:

Aleksandra Brzozowski

August 19, 2015

Aleksandra Brzozowski
Acting Regional Planning Manager

Date

Attachments:
1. Application
2. CVRD tenure document
3. Site plan
4. Hydrology report
5. Draft Development Permit HO-DP-2015.1 (CVRD.).
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Notes
Survey Data.

Information derived from survey by Hoerburger Land Surveyors.
File 1437TP2, dated May 6th, 2014.

Grading.

Contour lines for reference only - new grading plan as per Civil
Engineer's drawings and specifications. Confirm existing site
gradients prior to any grading work.

Green Roof

3" Compacted crushed
gravel over compacted site
conglomerate

Approx extent of
undisturbed site area

Note: All areas that are not concrete,
gravel or undisturbed to be
replanted with native vegitation

Antenna Tower. Tower to be relocated from old firehall. Location and support to
be coordinated by Architect [N.I.C.]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The site consists of a property located on the north side of Central Road on Hornby Island. The site
is adjacent to Joe King Park to the southeast and a cleared area immediately to the north with
undeveloped, forested land beyond to the east, north and west. Central Road is to the south and
west with undeveloped forested land beyond. Regionally, the site slopes to the northeast with
grades of approximately 4% to 6%.
The nearest house in the downgradient direction from the site is on the east side of Sollans Road,
approximately 440 metres distant. Three wells were listed within a 300 metre radius of the location
of the subject site. The nearest well downgradient is approximately 240 metres distant.
Generally, groundwater recharge on Hornby Island is dependent solely on precipitation.
Approximately 20% of rainfall will enter the groundwater system to recharge the aquifers. At a 20%
recharge rate, before development, 2,600 m3/year would be returned to the groundwater system
via infiltration on the site.
Eavestrough water, perimeter drains and wash basins will be directed to a bioswale/infiltration area
beyond the wastewater dispersal field area to the northeast. Preliminary plans call for a bioswale
of approximately 20 metres long by approximately 2 metres wide or 40 m2 of infiltrative area. This
area could conceivably allow infiltration of 180 m3 over the course of one day.
Rainwater will also be directed to cisterns for use by the fire department for operations such as
truck washing and irrigation, if necessary. Overflow from the cisterns will also be directed to the
bioswale.
Due to the plans for drainage and re-integration of intercepted precipitation, H2O estimates that
99% of the groundwater will be returned to the local groundwater regime, after minor evaporation
and use by fire department operations via cistern supplies. The recharge rate at the site will not be
significantly affected by the project impermeable areas.
Fire fighting foam concentrate, used in a 3% solution, is occasionally used in fighting fires and may
sometimes be found in very small amounts on the trucks or on firefighter gear in a post-incident
wash down. Foam ingredients are predominantly water and mineral salts. Dilution during use and
then again during truck washing of the small amounts that may be found on the truck will aid in
mitigating any impact on the groundwater. H2O considers that there are very low environmental
risks associated with this material in the groundwater after truck washing.
Turn-out gear may be washed occasionally at the fire hall. The substances from fires that will be
washed out of the gear may include carbon residue and soot from wood ash. Infrequent washing
occurrence, the dilution of the wash water and the low risk of the substances that may adhere to
the turn-out gear contribute to make this operation a low environmental risk at the site.
Materials stored onsite will include oils, gasoline, diesel and other low impact cleaners. Proper
containment for all hazardous materials, as per the BC Fire Code, will be constructed and strictly
maintained and adhered to onsite. Following “Best Management Practices” will significantly reduce
the potential risk of accidental spills of hazardous materials.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
H2O Environmental Ltd. (H2O) was retained by Simcic and Uhrich Architects to provide this
hydrological assessment of the crown land located on Central Road on Hornby Island, BC, that
is the proposed site of the new Hornby Island Fire Hall being built for Hornby Island Fire Rescue
(HIFR).
The current legal description of the site is a land tenure on Crown Land as follows: That part
of the remainder of NW1/4, Section 11, Hornby Island, Nanaimo District, containing 1.0
hectares, more or less.
2.0 BACKGROUND
H2O understands that the property is within an Environmental Development Permit Area
designated by the Hornby Island Official Community Plan1. The development permit guidelines
call for a hydrology study to:
“identify any adverse impacts of a proposed development upon the groundwater recharge
function of the land or upon the quantity or quality of the water resources of the existing users.”
This report will assess the potential impact on the groundwater from the completion of a new
fire hall for Hornby Island Fire Rescue.
3.0 SCOPE OF WORK
H2O completed the following work:
 Desk study including review of information from published studies of similar situations,
topographic maps, geologic maps and provincial data sets;
 Completion of multiple site visits to identify important hydrogeological features in the
area;
 Review of geotechnical soil logs to assess soil characteristics;
 Review of current civil and architectural plans for stormwater management;
 Estimation of pre-development groundwater recharge rates for the site and surrounding
properties;
 Estimation of post-development groundwater recharge rates for the site and surrounding
properties;
 Recommendations for best-practices for fire department storage of materials;
 Evaluation of collected information within the context of the terms of reference for this
study;
 Preparation of this report
4.0 DESK STUDY and SITE DESCRIPTION
The site consists of a property located on the north side of Central Road on Hornby Island.
The site is adjacent to Joe King Park to the southeast and a cleared area immediately to the
north with undeveloped, forested land beyond to the east, north and west. Central Road is to
1

Hornby Island Official Community Plan, Bylaw 104, 2002
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the south and west with undeveloped forested land beyond (Figure 1). There are no water
courses on or adjacent to the site.
4.1 Drainage/Topography
Regionally, the site slopes to the northeast with grades of approximately 4% to 6%. There are
shallow ditches on either side of Central Road. No other ditches were noted during the site
walk over. The nearest house in the downgradient direction from the site is on the east side of
Sollans Road, approximately 440 metres distant.
4.2 Climate
Hornby Island is situated within the Nanaimo Lowland Zone of Vancouver Island and the
Coastal Douglas Fir biogeoclimatic zone. It is in the rain shadow of the Beaufort Mountain
Range resulting in warm, dry summers and wet, mild winters. Typically, precipitation would be
abundant in the winter months and scant during the summer months. Total annual precipitation
published by Hornby Island Groundwater Pilot Project (1994) averages 1,370 mm, with
approximately 75% of annual precipitation falling between October and March.
4.3 Surficial Geology
The surficial geology in this area reportedly consists of the Hillier classification of soils2. Hillier
soils are usually developed in sandy gravelly colluvial or morainal deposits, usually less than
1 metre thick, overlying sandstone or conglomerate bedrock. The soils are rapidly drained and
are usually made up of gravelly loamy sand in the upper horizons.
All testpits dug at the site during the preliminary wastewater and geotechnical evaluation
completed by H2O and Lewkowich Engineering Associates Ltd.(LEA) were found to have either
sandstone or conglomerate bedrock at 80 centimetres (cm) or less below grade.
4.4 Bedrock Geology
The surficial deposits overlie bedrock geology made up of the Geoffrey Formation of the
Nanaimo Group3. This formation consists predominantly of conglomerate interbedded with
sandstone, including minor mudstone. The Nanaimo group consists of sedimentary rocks from
the Cretaceous geologic period, approximately 97 to 65 million years old. The Nanaimo Group
is a combination of mudstone, conglomerate and sandstone units deposited in an underwater
environment in the form of alluvial fans and turbidite deposits. This bedrock is located below
the soils encountered onsite and most likely is the basis of the topography in the area.
4.5 Wastewater System
The wastewater system for the new Fire Hall has been preliminarily designed by H2O.
Estimating the flows in a sporadic-use facility such as a volunteer fire hall consists of
determining the flows in a worst-case scenario and then averaging that flow over a certain
period of time. The flows are based on meetings once or twice a week for the HIFR, laundry
use and the periodic use for community events. The flow used for the wastewater system
design was 50 litres/person/day for “office, no cafeteria” designation and 20 members of the
2
3

Soils of Southern Vancouver Island, MoE Technical Report No. 17, 1985
BC Water Resources Atlas, Web Page:http://srmapps.gov.bc.ca/apps/wrbc/
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fire department. A peaking factor of 1.5 has been added to this for a daily design flow (DDF)
of 1500 litres/day. For community events at the site, where peak flows may exceed the DDF,
additional effluent storage has been incorporated into the design.
The wastewater system will consist of a 4,546 litre 2 chamber concrete septic tank gravity fed
to a 3,410 litre 2 chamber concrete tank set up as a pump chamber. An effluent pump will time
dose the dispersal field via a control panel. The dispersal field will consist of a seepage bed of
approximately 22 metres long by 3.2 metres wide. This field will be located to the northeast
and downgradient of the new Fire Hall.
The system will be located more than the required 30 metres from any groundwater well4.
5.0 LOCAL HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS
5.1 Wells
The BC Water Resources Atlas lists registered wells in BC5. Three wells were listed within a
300 metre radius of the location of the subject site. The nearest is the well drilled for the Joe
King park water supply (#74349). The other wells were listed under the Dept. of Highways
(#36715) and the Hornby Island New Horizons Society (#41035). The logs from the water wells
were reviewed to investigate local water supply characteristics and geology.
Well #74349 is reportedly completed in sandstone and shale at 90 feet deep and encountered
water bearing strata at 80 feet. It has a capacity rated by the driller at the time of completion
of approximately 1 gallon per minute (gpm).
The other two wells were also completed in sandstone and #36715 was rated at 10 gpm by
the drillers, with a static level of 4 feet below grade and well #41035 was rated at 5 gpm with
a static level of 95 feet.
A map showing locations of wells as mapped by MOE is attached as Figure 3. Wells locations
are often not mapped accurately. Well logs are presented in Appendix 2.
5.2 Area Aquifer
Aquifer #438 was identified for the area of the site from the BC Water Resources Atlas.6 This
is a bedrock aquifer, known to be in the Geoffrey Formation of the Nanaimo Group, which is
approximately 18.8 kilometres2 in size and is rated as having a high demand, moderate
productivity and high vulnerability. An aquifer map is attached as Figure 4.
5.3 Soil Physical Characteristics
To measure the in-situ permeability of the soils, permeameter tests were conducted by H2O
and LEA. Auger holes were advanced within the proposed wastewater disposal field to a
maximum depth of 45 centimetres (cm). The permeameter test consists of a calibrated tube
filled with water which is inserted into the auger hole allowing the water to escape at a flow
4

Sewerage System Regulation, BC Reg. 326/2004 Deposited July 8, 2004, effective May 31, 2005, with amendments to 2010
Ministry of Environment BC Water Resources Atlas www.maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/sv/wrbc
6
Website: //srmapps.gov.bc.ca/apps/wrbc/
5
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rate determined by the ability of the soil to transmit it away from the tube. The water flow out
of the tube is measured and a field saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil is calculated
from the results.
The field saturated hydraulic conductivity is generally considered to be approximately ½ the
actual hydraulic conductivity of the soils. The results of the permeability testing indicate an
average hydraulic conductivity of approximately 4.5 metres/day.
6.0 GROUNDWATER RECHARGE
The aquifer in the vicinity of the subject site is a bedrock aquifer. The groundwater is stored in
fractures that run throughout the formation. Domestic wells may intercept a fracture system
and the water contained there supplies the water to the well.
Generally, groundwater recharge on Gulf Islands is dependent solely on precipitation.
Recharge occurs in higher elevations and in stream beds. Reportedly, approximately 20% of
rainfall will enter the groundwater system to recharge the aquifers7. The rest of the precipitation
will evaporate, be used by the vegetation or runoff in overland flow in ditches or in streams to
the Salish Sea. Groundwater recharge rates can vary significantly from place to place due to
topography, forest cover, soil types and many other reasons.
The Fire Hall will be collecting rainwater from the roof and storing it in cisterns at the site.
Approximately 10,000 imperial gallons will be stored onsite. This water will be used over the
course of the year for non-potable fire department operations such as truck washing, irrigation
and laundry.
6.1 Pre-Development Groundwater Recharge
Specifically, the subject site is approximately 1 hectare. In an average year, with 1.3 metres of
precipitation, a total of 13,000 cubic metres (m3) of rain will fall on the site. At a 20% recharge
rate, this indicates that, before development, 2,600 m3 /year would be returned to the
groundwater system via infiltration on the site. This infiltration takes place via the storage in
the soils onsite and transmission of moisture to the underlying bedrock. The groundwater will
temporarily flow along the bedrock surface until encountering a fracture or crack, into which it
can flow. Over large areas this slow infiltration is enough to recharge the aquifer system.
There is always a time lag before the rainfall can infiltrate to the bedrock system as the soil
onsite will store water in pore spaces and then release it as more water is introduced into the
system.
6.2 Post-Development Groundwater Recharge
Impermeable areas within the development are the concern for impacting the groundwater
recharge rates onsite. There is approximately 600 square metres (m2) of roof above the new
fire hall. There will be paved areas that will also affect the discharge of the intercepted
precipitation back to the soils. According to current plans, there will be a total of approximately
922 m2 of impermeable area within the new development.
7

D.M. Allen and G.P.Matsuo, 2002, Results of the Groundwater Geochemistry Study on Hornby Island, British Columbia
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Using the figures from previous report sections, calculations show that the volume of
precipitation this will impact will be on the order of 1,200 m3 over a full year (922 m2 area x 1.3
m yearly precipitation). If, at a minimum, 20% of that volume is to be re-introduced to the native
soils, the facility will have to infiltrate 240 m3 or 240,000 litres over the course of the year,
predominantly in the winter months. Approximately 75% of this precipitation falls within the 6
month winter period and would be falling on saturated soil during rainy periods. This indicates
that 180 m3 (180,000 litres) needing to be infiltrated would be spread over 180 days, or about
1 m3 (1,000 litres) per day on average.
The two year storm event rainfall for the Courtenay area is 11 mm in 1 hour and 72mm in 24
hours. This rainfall would generate approximately 10 m3 and 66 m3, respectively, of stormwater
from the impermeable areas of the site.
Current plans call for eavestrough water, perimeter drains and wash basins to be directed to a
bioswale/infiltration area beyond the wastewater dispersal field area to the northeast. A
bioswale is a drainage structure created specifically to attenuate and treat runoff water and aid
in the infiltration of the intercepted water back into the surficial soils. The bioswale is a drainage
ditch with gently sloped sides which is allowed to revegetate, to aid in natural attenuation of
minor contaminants.
From actual onsite testing of in-situ soil, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil is calculated to
be approximately 4.5 metres/day (See Section 5.3). This effectively means that, per unit area,
for instance 1 m2, the soil can infiltrate a column of water 4.5 metres high in one day.
Preliminary plans call for a bioswale of approximately 20 metres long by approximately 2
metres wide or 40 m2 of infiltrative area. This area could conceivably allow infiltration of 180
m3 over the course of 24 hours. Groundwater infiltration is never 100%, but, as calculated, the
bioswale can infiltrate approximately 2.7 times the two year storm event volume that may be
introduced to it within a day.
Precipitation during the summer will be easily absorbed by the soils within the bioswale. In rare
rainfall events, if water were to flow through the entire length of the bioswale, it will be directed
into the undeveloped land beyond, where it will slowly percolate back into the soil.
Additionally, overflow from the storage cisterns will be directed to the bioswale.
Semi-permeable areas, such as gravel parking spaces, will allow some runoff to the
surrounding vegetation and some infiltration to the ground. These areas are not considered to
be a significant contributor to recharge impact.
The bioswale is designed to accommodate and infiltrate volumes of water exceeding the
intercepted precipitation, even during severe rainfall events.
Some of the volume of summer precipitation events may be lost due to evaporation. The fire
department will be using rainwater collected from the roof for their non-potable water
operations, but it is unknown at this time what the yearly use would be. H2O estimates that
99% or more of the precipitation that impacts impermeable or semi-permeable surfaces at the
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site will be returned to the local groundwater regime. The groundwater recharge rate at the site
will not be significantly affected by the projected impermeable areas.
7.0 GROUNDWATER QUALITY
Wells in the area have been completed through thick deposits of sandstone. Water bearing
bedrock has been found at 80 to 112 feet below grade in the vicinity of the subject site. This is
a significant buffer for contaminants of concern. There was no indication of significant perched
groundwater at the site during the soil investigation. The soils are loamy sands which will also
provide filtration for removing silt and other rainwater contaminants. Groundwater quality
should not be significantly impacted by the development if all outside drains and bioswales are
maintained in good working order.
7.1 Truck Washing
Concerns have been raised in the community over potential contaminants being released into
the environment through truck washing and laundering of turn-out gear after fire incidents.
Generally speaking, fire trucks are not prone to being involved with contaminants from a fire
due to the distance from the fire that they must maintain.
Fire fighting foam is occasionally used in fighting fires and may sometimes be found in small
amounts on the trucks in a post-incident wash down8. It is essentially a surfactant used to
smother fire when mixed with water. Normal use for the foam in a firefighting situation is in a
3% solution. This means that for every 100 litres of water, 3 litres of foam concentrate are
used. The major components in the foam concentrate are water (85-90%), 1-2% magnesium
sulfate and proprietary solvents and surfactants in small concentrations9. Magnesium sulfate
is an inorganic salt which, in it’s hydrated form, is epsom salt, which is harmless in the
concentrations that might result from foam adhering to firefighter gear or trucks. Additional
dilution during washing of the small amounts of foam that may be found on the truck will also
aid in mitigating any impact on the groundwater. H2O considers that there are very low
environmental risks associated with this material in the groundwater after truck washing.
Hydrocarbon releases may sometimes occur at a fire and may, rarely, adhere to a truck.
Current civil engineering plans call for a drain with a water/oil separator to be installed in the
truck washing area. This separator will be equipped to have oil absorption pads inserted into
a removable cage within the separator. These pads are hydrophobic and would preferentially
absorb hydrocarbons that enter the drain while allowing water to pass. The pads are then
removed and disposed of properly by the HIFR. The drain will be directed to the bioswale.
7.2 Turn-out Gear
Turn-out gear, worn by the fire fighters during an incident, may be washed occasionally at the
fire hall. The substances from fires that will be washed out of the gear may include carbon
residue or soot from wood ash. Structure fires do not occur often on Hornby Island, perhaps
twice a year10. The turn-out gear will not generally be washed after every fire. The washing
8

Personal communication with local Fire Chief
Chemguard C-303 MSDS
10
Ibid
9
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machine water will dilute the minor traces of soot or carbon residue on the turn-out gear during
the washing cycle and that water will then flow to the septic tank, where they will be diluted
again, before being pumped to the dispersal field. The infrequent washing occurrence, the
dilution of the wash water and the low risk of the substances that may adhere to the turn-out
gear contribute to make this operation a low environmental risk at the site.
The wastewater system for the fire hall has been designed considering potential contaminants
in suspension. There will be a layer of coarse sand under the infiltration chambers that will aid
in the adsorption of minute solids, should they enter the dispersal field. This layer also filters a
minor percentage of pathogens. The dispersal field is very long and narrow for optimum water
re-introduction to native soils and aligned with the contours of the site to allow for optimal
infiltration to the native soils.
7.3 Best Management Practices for Material Storage
Hornby Island Fire Rescue stores small quantities of oil to occasionally “top-up” levels in trucks.
Additionally, there are minor amounts of gasoline stored in smaller containers for portable gasdriven tools used during response operations. These materials, as well as any paints or and
other minor caustic cleaners will be stored in a secure cabinet on the property.
There will be an above-ground tank that holds both gasoline and diesel for re-fueling fire trucks.
A proper secondary containment structure required for this tank will be constructed by the fire
department, as per current BC Fire Code11. This structure will basically consist of a covered,
paved containment area with integral curbs and containment equal to or exceeding 110% of
the volume of the tank. No openings are allowed in the secondary containment, and as such,
low environmental risk is associated with this structure.
The oil water separator will be maintained by periodic cleaning of the sediment basin and
ensuring no impediments to flow are placed nearby. Hydrophobic pads will be collected after
use and disposed of properly by fire department personnel.
8.0 CONCLUSIONS
The site consists of a property located on the north side of Central Road on Hornby Island.
The site is adjacent to Joe King Park to the southeast and a cleared area immediately to the
north with undeveloped, forested land beyond to the east, north and west. Central Road is to
the south and west with undeveloped forested land beyond.
Regionally, the site slopes to the northeast with grades of approximately 4% to 6%. The
nearest house in the downgradient direction from the site is on the east side of Sollans Road,
approximately 440 metres distant.
Three wells were listed within a 300 metre radius of the location of the subject site. The nearest
well downgradient is approximately 240 metres distant.

11

Ministry of Municipal Affairs, OIC 1095, The British Columbia Fire Code, 1998, Sec 4.3.7
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The results of the permeability testing indicate an average soil hydraulic conductivity of
approximately 4.5 metres/day.
Approximately 20% of rainfall will enter the groundwater system to recharge the aquifers. This
indicates that, before development, 2,600 m3/year would be returned to the groundwater
system via infiltration on the site. Approximately 75% of this precipitation falls within the 6
month winter period and would be falling on saturated soil.
Current plans call for eavestrough water, perimeter drains and wash basins to be directed to a
bioswale/infiltration area beyond the wastewater dispersal field area to the northeast.
Preliminary plans call for a bioswale of approximately 20 metres long by approximately 2
metres wide or 40 m2 of infiltrative area. This area could conceivably allow infiltration of 180
m3 over the course of one day.
Due to the plans for drainage and re-integration of intercepted precipitation, H2O estimates
that 99% of the groundwater will be returned to the local groundwater regime. The recharge
rate at the site will not be significantly affected by the project impermeable areas.
Wells in the area have been completed through thick deposits of sandstone at 80 to 112 feet
below grade. This is a significant buffer for infiltration of potential contaminants. There was no
indication of significant perched groundwater at the site during the soil investigation.
Fire fighting foam concentrate is occasionally used in fighting fires and may sometimes be
found in small amounts on the trucks or firefighter gear in a post-incident wash down. Dilution
during use and then again during truck washing of the small amounts that may be found on
the truck will aid in mitigating impact on the groundwater. H2O considers that there are very
low environmental risks associated with this material in the groundwater after truck washing.
Turn-out gear, worn by the fire fighters during an incident, may be washed occasionally at the
fire hall. The substances from fires that will be washed out of the gear may include carbon
residue and soot from wood ash. Infrequent washing occurrence, the dilution of the wash water
and the low risk of the substances that may adhere to the turn-out gear contribute to make this
operation a low environmental risk at the site.
Materials stored onsite will include oils, gasoline, diesel and other low impact cleaners. Proper
containment for all hazardous materials, as per the BC Fire Code, will be constructed and
strictly maintained and adhered to onsite. Following Best Management Practices will
significantly reduce the potential risk of accidental spills of hazardous materials.
9.0 CLOSURE
Conclusions presented herein are based on information provided in part by others. This report
has been prepared for Simcic and Uhrich, Architects, the Comox Valley Regional District and
Islands Trust and is based on a scope of work requested by Islands Trust.
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The assessment has been carried out in accordance with generally accepted professional
practice. No hydrological investigation or well assessment can wholly eliminate uncertainty
regarding the potential for unrecognized conditions in connection with an aquifer or water
course. Performance of this assessment was intended to reduce, but not eliminate, uncertainty
regarding the potential long term impact of the proposed development given the limits of the
investigation and the reasonable limits of time and cost. No warranty expressed or implied is
made. Reference should be made to the Standard Limitations included as Appendix 3.
H2O trusts that this report satisfies your present requirements. Should you have any questions
of comments, please contact our office at your convenience.
Respectfully Submitted;
H2O Environmental Ltd.

Per:________________________________________
Steven M. Carballeira, P.Geo.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 36715

Construction Date: 1977-02-22 00:00:00

Owner: DEPT OF HIGHWAYS

Driller: Gulf Island Well Drillers
Well Identification Plate Number:

Address:

Plate Attached By:
Where Plate Attached:

Area:
PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

NANAIMO Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag: N

Township:

Plan: 28667A Lot: D

Section: 11 Range:

Indian Reserve:

Meridian:

Block:

Quarter:

10 (Driller's Estimate) Gallons per Minute

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level: 4 feet

Island: HORNBY
BCGS Number (NAD 83): 092F057232 Well: 5 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well:

Colour:

Subclass of Well:

Odour:

Orientation of Well:

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID: E244597

Well Use: Unknown Well Use

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Status:

Site Info (SEAM):

Construction Method: Drilled
Diameter: 6.0 inches

Water Utility:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Name:

Well Depth: 137 feet

Water Supply System Well Name:

Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

inches

SURFACE SEAL:

Well Cap Type:

Flag: N

Bedrock Depth: 5 feet

Material:

Lithology Info Flag: N

Method:

File Info Flag: N

Depth (ft):

Sieve Info Flag: N

Thickness (in):

Screen Info Flag: N
WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Site Info Details:

Reason For Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Method of Closure:

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/wells/wellsreport1.do?wellTag... 15/05/2015
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Other Info Details:

Closure Sealant Material:
Closure Backfill Material:

Screen from
Casing from
GENERAL REMARKS:
ESTIMATE 10 GPM

to feet
to feet

Details of Closure:
Type
Diameter

Slot Size
Material

Drive Sh

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

5 Ft.

overburden

From

5 to

9 Ft.

conglomerate

From

9 to

11 Ft.

brown sandstone

From

11 to

52 Ft.

sandstone

From

52 to

109 Ft.

sandstone with intermittent shale

From

109 to

124 Ft.

shale with intermittent sandstone

From

112 to

112 Ft.

water

From

124 to

131 Ft.

sandstone with intermittent shale

From

131 to

137 Ft.

sandstone

• Return to Main
• Return to Search Options
• Return to Search Criteria
Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of
information provided. Information provided should not be used
as a basis for making financial or any other commitments.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 41035

Construction Date: 1978-12-01 00:00:00

Owner: HORNBY ISLAND NEW HORIZONS SOCIETY Driller: Gulf Island Well Drillers
Well Identification Plate Number: 14313
Address: 1765 SOLLANS ROAD

Plate Attached By: PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER
Where Plate Attached: WELLHEAD

Area: HORNBY ISLAND
PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

NANAIMO Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag: N

Township:

Plan: 31932 Lot: 1

Section: 11 Range:

Indian Reserve:

Meridian:

Block:

Quarter:

(Driller's Estimate)

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level: 95 feet

Island: HORNBY
BCGS Number (NAD 83): 092F057232 Well: 7 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well: Water supply

Colour:

Subclass of Well: Domestic

Odour:

Orientation of Well: Vertical

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Well Use: Water Supply System

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Status:

Site Info (SEAM):

Construction Method: Drilled
Diameter: 6 inches

Water Utility:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Name: HORNBY ISLAND NEW HORIZONS SOCI

Well Depth: 110 feet

Water Supply System Well Name: HORNBY ISLAND NEW HORIZONS

Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

inches

SURFACE SEAL:

Well Cap Type:

Flag: N

Bedrock Depth: 3 feet

Material:

Lithology Info Flag: Y

Method:

File Info Flag: N

Depth (ft):

Sieve Info Flag: N

Thickness (in):

Screen Info Flag: N
WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Site Info Details:

Reason For Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Method of Closure:

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/wells/wellsreport1.do?wellTag... 15/05/2015
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Other Info Details:

Closure Sealant Material:
Closure Backfill Material:

Details of Closure:
Screen from
to feet
Type
Casing from
to feet
Diameter
GENERAL REMARKS:
WELL HAS NO SULPHUR ODOR. WATER QUANTITY IS FINE.

Slot Size
Material

Drive Shoe

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

3 Ft.

till

From

3 to

80 Ft.

sandstone

From

80 to

95 Ft.

shale

From

95 to

110 Ft.

From

0 to

0 Ft.

From

0 to

0 Ft.

Sources of water:

From

0 to

0 Ft.

300 GPH at 95' - 100'

sandstone - 5 GPM

5 GPM at 95' - 100'

• Return to Main
• Return to Search Options
• Return to Search Criteria
Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of
information provided. Information provided should not be used
as a basis for making financial or any other commitments.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 74349

Construction Date: 1986-12-02 00:00:00

Owner: HORNBY ISLAND ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION Driller: Gulf Island Well Drillers
Well Identification Plate Number: 14363
Address: 3851 CENTRAL ROAD

Plate Attached By: PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER
Where Plate Attached: WELL HAND

Area: HORNBY ISLAND
PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

NANAIMO Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:
Township:

Plan:

Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag: N

Section: 11 Range:

Indian Reserve:

Meridian:

1 (Driller's Estimate) U.S. Gallons per M

Block: H

Quarter: NW

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level: 10 feet

Island: HORNBY
BCGS Number (NAD 83): 092F057232 Well: 31 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well: Water supply

Colour:

Subclass of Well: Domestic

Odour:

Orientation of Well: Vertical

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Well Use: Water Supply System

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Status:

Site Info (SEAM):

Construction Method: Drilled
Diameter: 6.0 inches

Water Utility:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Name: JOE KING PARK

Well Depth: 90 feet

Water Supply System Well Name: WELL 1

Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

inches

SURFACE SEAL:

Well Cap Type:

Flag: N

Bedrock Depth: 5 feet

Material:

Lithology Info Flag: Y

Method:

File Info Flag: N

Depth (ft): 0 feet

Sieve Info Flag: N

Thickness (in):

Screen Info Flag: N

Liner from

Site Info Details:

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:

Other Info Flag:

Reason For Closure:

To:

feet

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/wells/wellsreport1.do?wellTag... 15/05/2015
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Other Info Details:

Method of Closure:
Closure Sealant Material:
Closure Backfill Material:

Screen from
to feet
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Casing from
to feet
0
0
GENERAL REMARKS:
LOT IS LEASED FROM CROWN WATER AT 80'

Details of Closure:
Type
Slot Size
0
0
0
0
Diameter
Material
0
null

Drive Shoe
null

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

5 Ft.

GRAVEL & SAND

From

5 to

12 Ft.

BROWN SANDSTONE

From

12 to

21 Ft.

SANDSTONE

From

21 to

23 Ft.

SHALE & SANDSTONE

From

23 to

80 Ft.

SANDSTONE

From

80 to

90 Ft.

SANDSTONE & SHALE

• Return to Main
• Return to Search Options
• Return to Search Criteria
Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of
information provided. Information provided should not be used
as a basis for making financial or any other commitments.
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STANDARD LIMITATIONS
1. The findings and conclusions documented in this report have been prepared for specific
application to this project and have been developed in a manner consistent with that level of care
normally exercised by environmental professionals currently practicing under similar conditions in
the area.
2. No hydrogeological investigation or well assessment can wholly eliminate uncertainty regarding
the potential for unrecognized conditions in connection with an aquifer or watercourse.
Performance of this assessment was intended to reduce, but not eliminate, uncertainty regarding
the potential long term impact of the proposed development given the limits of the investigation
and the reasonable limits of time and cost. No warranty expressed or implied is made.
3. The findings of this report are based solely on data collected on site during this investigation and
on the conditions of the site during the completion of the work. H2O Environmental Ltd. has relied
in good faith on information provided by individuals and sources noted in the report. No other
warranty, expressed or implied, is made.
4. If new information is developed in future work that affects the conclusions of this report, H2O
should be contacted to re-evaluate the conclusions of this report and provide amendments as
required.
5. The service provided by H2O in completing this investigation is intended to assist the client in
making a business decision. The liability of the site is not transferred to H2O as a result of such
services.
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HORNBY ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. HO-DP-2015.1
(Comox Valley Regional District)

TO:

Comox Valley Regional District

1.

This Development Permit applies to the land described below and any and all buildings
and structures as indicated in this permit:
Crown Lands held under tenure by the Comox Valley Regional District under
License No. 114434 described as, that part of the remainder of NW1/4, Section 11,
Hornby Island, Nanaimo District, containing 1.0 hectares, more or less.

2.

Whereas the subject property lies within an area designated as an Environmental
Protection Development Permit Area (DPA); the purpose of which is to protect
groundwater recharge areas; on Schedule E of the Hornby Island Official Community
Plan Bylaw No. 104, 2002, this Development Permit authorizes the construction of a fire
hall within the development permit area with the following conditions:
(a) Construction of the buildings and site are to be substantially in accordance with the
site plan, attached to and forming part of this Permit as Schedule A1:

3.

This permit is not a building permit or siting and use permit and does not remove any
obligation on the part of the permittee to comply with all other requirements of Hornby
Island Land Use Bylaw No. 86, 1993 and the Hornby Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw No. 104, 2002 and to obtain other approvals necessary for completion of the
proposed development.

AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE HORNBY ISLAND LOCAL TRUST
COMMITTEE THIS --RD DAY OF AUGUST, 2015.
______________________________
Deputy Secretary, Islands Trust

____________
Date Issued

IF THE DEVELOPMENT HEREIN HAS NOT BEEN SUBSTANIALLY COMMENCED BY THE -TH DAY OF AUGUST, 2015, THIS PERMIT AUTOMATICALLY LAPSES.
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Notes
Survey Data.

Information derived from survey by Hoerburger Land Surveyors.
File 1437TP2, dated May 6th, 2014.

Grading.

Contour lines for reference only - new grading plan as per Civil
Engineer's drawings and specifications. Confirm existing site
gradients prior to any grading work.

Green Roof

3" Compacted crushed
gravel over compacted site
conglomerate

Approx extent of
undisturbed site area

Note: All areas that are not concrete,
gravel or undisturbed to be
replanted with native vegitation

Antenna Tower. Tower to be relocated from old firehall. Location and support to
be coordinated by Architect [N.I.C.]
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Seaplane Traffic on Hornby Island
Discussion Paper
Seaplane traffic to and from Hornby Island has increased considerably over the past few years with
several flights a day arriving and leaving most days in the summer.
Two issues have been identified by Hornby Island residents and property owners:
- noise pollution;
- lack of a current suitable location for accessing sea planes.
A Parliament of Canada document on Aircraft Noise in Canada” states the following:
"Although section 4.9(e) of the Aeronautics Act permits regulations respecting the location of
aerodromes, there currently are no regulations applicable to non-certified facilities. Non-certified
aerodromes include those outside built-up areas of a city or town, those that do not have scheduled
passenger air transport services and those for which certification of compliance with the CARs has not
been deemed to be in the public interest by the Minister of Transport.9 As a result, occasionally a small
private airstrip or water landing area comes into existence, creating a new and unexpected noise
nuisance for neighbours. In cases where aircraft noise is generated by an unregistered aerodrome on
land or water and a dispute arises, Transport Canada’s regional officers can be asked to facilitate a
consultative process between the aerodrome operator and the neighbouring residents."

A spokesperson for VanCity Seaplanes (the main operator of seaplanes coming to Hornby Island) has
stated the following:
As a commercial seaplane operator we are permitted to use the beaches up to the high tide mark.”
Van City Seaplanes attempts to mitigate some noise pollution by operating aircraft with much quieter 3
bladed propellers as well as employing creative scheduling to try and get travellers flying to the same
destinations on the same flights with one another.
The Hornby Island Official Community Plan has the following policy:
5.7.6 Operators of float planes are encouraged to land and take off adjacent to marine service areas and
to avoid other areas around the Island where there may be a potential impact upon wildlife or upon
public safety and recreational activities.

Here is a very preliminary understanding of issues with respect to locations that have been used, are
being used or possibly could be used:
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Big Tribune Bay (used in past)
Official Community Plan
Operators:
Passengers:
Non passengers:
Agencies:

Not supported
Proliferation of boats? Limited take off/landing directions?
Distance from road; embarking/disembarking in water
Impacts on users of Tribune Bay Provincial Park
Noise issues for residents of High Salal, Seawright Road, Porpoise Crescent
BC Parks has requested that Tribune Bay Provincial Park not be used

LittleTribune Bay (used in past)
Official Community Plan
Operators:
Passengers:
Non passengers:

Agencies:

Not supported
Proliferation of boats? Rocks
Road fairly close; embarking/disembarking in water
Impacts on users of Little Tribune Bay
Noise issues for residents of Little Tribune Bay, Seawright Road, Porpoise
Crescent and High Salal
-

Boat Ramp / beach south of ferry dock (not used)
Official Community Plan Supported
Operators:
Increased taxiing Rocks? Other?
Passengers:
Road access;
Use of ramp for embarking/disembarking??
(Otherwise use of beach with embarking/disembarking in water
Non passengers:
Less noise impacts on residents than other options??
Agencies:
BC Ferries concerns? Who has jurisdiction to maintain/improve boat ramp?
Fords Cove Harbour (currently used)
Official Community Plan Supported
Operators:
Boat conveyance needed. Other?
Passengers:
Road access?
Embarking/disembarking using dock or breakwater
Boat conveyance needed to get passengers to and from land if breakwater
used
Non passengers:
Noise issues for residents of Fords Cove
Agencies:
Harbour Authority does not currently provide for seaplane use
Expansion plans do not include provision for seaplane use
- challenge in using docks (pilings / aircraft wings
- floating breakwater could possibly be used but very expensive to connect
breakwaters to land

Is trying to establish a preferred location for seaplanes an issue that should be pursued?
If so, which agency should take the lead?

Prepared by Trustee Tony Law – 23 August 2015
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Emily Kozak
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emily Kozak
Monday, August 24, 2015 9:59 AM
Emily Kozak
FW: Hornby LTC Draft Agenda

From: Helen Pedneault
Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2015 3:05 PM
To: Tony Law
Subject: Boat Ramp on Hornby Island

Hi Tony – sorry for the problems with the earlier emails not coming through.
We are writing to ask if you know of any attempts in the past to address the condition of the Hornby boat ramp and
which government ministry or regional district is responsible for the ramp. I have talked to the planner with Islands
Trust and other than confirming it is Crown Land, he was not able to tell me who is responsible for the ramp. He did
suggest I follow up with the Provincial Government Front Counter service and ask for their advice. They thought it might
be the Ministry of Natural Resources, Nanaimo Office. The Front Counter folk confirmed that the boat ramp is on Crown
Foreshore.
The Islands Trust planner mentioned that Denman Island residents were able to have their ramp designated a park,
which resulted in them qualifying for funding from the Comox Regional District's parks and recreation budget. We
assume this was a lengthy process.
The design of the Hornby Island boat ramp was our originating concern (narrow, no dock etc.), however, the greater
concern now is the serious disrepair of the dock. Large chunks of concrete are missing from the sides of the narrow
ramp as well as at the lower end of the ramp. As well, there are lengths of rebar several metres long jutting out of the
lower portions of the ramp.
The boat ramp is necessary to Hornby for industrial purposes (e.g. Road crews have used it for landing barges full of
materials and equipment, BC Ferries has used it when buildings the new terminal), for recreation and fishing and it is an
element of emergency preparedness for a small island.
We expect others sought repairs in the past, so we thought we should ask your advice on what avenues have been
pursued and what might be other options. We are also interested in your advice on how we might canvas others
interested in pursuing improvements.
We will forward a couple of pictures in a separate email to illustrate the issue.
Thank you for any advice you can offer.
Helen and Mike Pedneault
Hornby Island
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FORD COVE HARBOUR AUTHORITY

FORD COVE HARBOUR
NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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1

INTRODUCTION
Ford Cove Harbour is a commercial fishing harbour situated near the southern tip of Hornby
Island. The harbour was developed under the mandate of the Small Craft Harbours Branch (SCH)
of Fisheries and Oceans Canada to support the Canadian commercial fishery. The general decline
in fish stocks within the Strait of Georgia coupled with development of the lands surrounding the
strait has resulting in a shift away from the predominant commercial use of the harbour to a
combined accommodation of commercial and recreational vessels. This trend, in conjunction with
on-going age related deterioration of some of the harbour infrastructure has prompted Ford Cove
Harbour Authority (FCHA) to contemplate redevelopment of the harbour.
To support this redevelopment effort and to provide a basis for identification of capital funding
sources, it was determined that preliminary analyses should be executed that would:




Establish the needs of Ford Cove harbour stakeholders;
Provide a preliminary development plan for the harbour, and;
Derive estimates of cost to complete the redevelopment.

This report addresses all three of the above three requirements.
The need assessment,
addressed within Section 2, summarizes the results of a consultative and investigative process
undertaken to establish the current and projected future needs of the harbour stakeholders. A
need assessment is an analysis that examines the current and projected future requirements of
the facility users (Demand) in the context of the ability of the facility to meet the need (Capacity).
The net difference between the Demand and Capacity represents the Need.
A preliminary development plan and estimates of cost to implement the redevelopment are
presented in Section 3 of the report.
The primary Ford Cove harbour stakeholders are the Ford Cove Harbour Authority (FCHA) and the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Small Craft Harbours Branch (SCH). Each stakeholder
represents a particular subset of the overall user group and their involvement is guided by a
specific mandate as follows:


The Ford Cove Harbour Authority represents all users of the harbour, inclusive of
commercial fishermen and recreational users operating out of the harbour. As a
stakeholder in the harbour, their interest is associated with the ongoing maintenance and
business operations of the harbour. The FCHA is comprised of volunteers who liaise on a
regular basis with representatives of the Small Craft Harbours Branch (SCH) of Fisheries
and Oceans Canada.

KLA
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The Small Craft Harbours Branch (SCH) of Fisheries and Oceans Canada functions under a
mandate to support the Canadian commercial fishery. As such they provide safe harbour
facilities for the moorage of commercial fishing vessels.

A context plan for Ford Cove harbour is provided in Figure 1. The primary features of the harbour
are identified for reference purposes.

2

NEED ASSESSMENT

2.1

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
The Demand imposed by users on Ford Cove Harbour was established through a consultation
process that involved:



A face-to-face interview with stakeholder representatives during which needs were
discussed and background information was received;
The distribution of a questionnaire to stakeholders with an invitation to respond;

The capacity of the harbour to accommodate the needs of the stakeholders was identified
through:




The responses of the stakeholders to the questionnaire and interview processes;
An inspection of the harbour conducted by the study investigator, and;
Additional investigations and analysis conducted by the study investigator.

The responses received through the questionnaire process are enclosed as Appendix 1.

2.2

DEMAND-CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The following sections summarize the results of the demand-capacity analysis. The analysis is subdivided by offshore infrastructure, on-shore infrastructure and services and utilities. Where
applicable, each of the subsections below has been referenced to Figure 1 where the specific
facility under examination is identified.

2.2.1

OFFSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE

2.2.1.1

Wave Protection
Current Status
The harbour basin is protected from incident waves by a rubble mound (riprap) breakwater
extending on an approximate northwest alignment from the southeast extremity of the basin, and
a floating breakwater moored off the nose of the rubble mound breakwater. The floating
segment of the breakwater is comprised of a catamaran extending from the offshore end of the
rubble mound breakwater and a timber raft extending from the offshore end of the catamaran.
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Both the catamaran and timber raft are moored in position with lines extending to bottom
founded gravity anchors.
The timber raft component of the floating breakwater is deteriorated. A recently conducted
condition inspection estimated the remaining service life for this element as one to three years.
The loss of this component of the floating breakwater is expected to result in a substantial
reduction in the level of wave protection afforded the harbour basin.
The timber raft component of the floating breakwater presently extends beyond the limits of the
legal water lot boundary occupied by the harbour. SCH has initiated the process of preparing
documentation to support an application to extend the water lot boundary but the status of this
application process is presently uncertain.
Capacity
The existing breakwater configuration is effective at arresting incident waves. Periodically waves
approaching the harbour from the northwest penetrate the harbour entrance resulting in levels of
agitation exceeding the standard normally targeted for commercial harbours. However, the slips
affected by the wave agitation associated with these northwest waves are few in number and
situated toward the northern extreme of the float network. Wave penetration of the harbour
entrance is not of significant concern to harbour users.
Demand
Replacement of the deteriorated timber raft segment of the floating breakwater is required on a
priority basis to ensure that the harbour basin continues to enjoy an appropriate level of
protection from incident waves.
FCHA wish to accommodate a greater number of moored vessels (described in a subsequent
section) and intend to extend the existing float network to the northwest to achieve this objective.
Extension of the network will expose a portion of the floats to wave agitation associated with
wave penetration of the harbour entrance, particularly to waves approaching from the northwest.
Extension of the float network will require an appropriate extension of the floating component of
the breakwater.
Extension of the existing water lot boundary to encompass the present footprint of the floating
breakwater should be implemented. The expanded water lot boundary should encompass any
additional breakwater length necessitated by float network extension.
2.2.1.2

Basin and Entrance Channel Depth
Current Status
Available bathymetric data is limited to a few soundings within the harbour basis east of the
rubble mound breakwater and south of the current northern most water lot boundary limit.
Minimum water depths throughout the majority of the basin, and in the vicinity of the existing
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float network, appear to be approximately 2.0 m. Minimum water depths decrease in the northeasterly direction with increasing distance relative to the east side of the landward most main
float (Float B).
Capacity
The users of the harbour report that available depths within the harbour basin are stable and are
sufficient for current and projected future use. Commercial and larger recreational vessels are
moored within portions of the harbour basin with greatest minimum depth. Vessels with draft
requirements exceeding available minimum depth are either advised by the FCHA not to seek
moorage within Ford Cove or may be accommodated on a temporary basis along the inner face of
the floating breakwater where localized depths are greater.
Demand
Depths within the harbour basin are sufficient for the current and projected future requirements
of the harbour users.
2.2.1.3

Berth Infrastructure
Current Status
The available berthing infrastructure consists of two parallel main floats, designated Float A and B,
interconnected by a header float. The header and main floats are each approximately 3.0 m wide.
Four 1.5 m wide finger floats extend to the northeast from the east face of main float B, two
approximately 18.3 m in length, one approximately 10.7 m in length and one approximately 5.8 m
in length. A fifth finger float extends to the southwest from main float A near the base of the
gangway.
The existing berth infrastructure is provided by SCH under their mandate to support the
commercial fishery. The network provides approximately 478 lineal vessel-meters of berth face,
based upon vessel rafting two deep along the western face of main float A and no vessel rafting
within the remainder of the harbour.
Capacity
Ford Cove Harbour has experienced a progressive shift in moorage demand away from
commercial vessels and toward recreational vessels. Historically the harbour supported a strong
usage by commercial Salmon trawlers. Declining Salmon stocks within the Strait of Georgia has
eliminated this traditional moorage pressure. The harbour continues to support vessels
associated with the Herring, Prawn and Shrimp fisheries.
Currently, the harbour provides permanent moorage to five commercial vessels. During the
winter months, when Herring, Prawn and Shrimp are harvested, commercial usage of the harbour
increases. The harbour manager designates the west side of main float B for commercial vessel
moorage but there are times when the designated commercial berth face length is insufficient and
commercial vessels are accommodated elsewhere within the harbour basin.
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FCHA is pursuing additional commercial fishing opportunities, including aquaculture and oyster
harvesting, which are expected to increase commercial moorage demand. Specific demand
projections associated with these additional fisheries are presently not available.
Permanent recreational vessel moorage demand is sufficient to occupy all available moorage,
including that designated for commercial vessels when these vessels are not present within the
harbour.
Accommodation of transient recreational vessels within the harbour represents the greatest
challenge and opportunity to FCHA. The harbour experiences a significant influx of transient
recreational vessels during the period of May through September each year. This demand
includes vessels ranging in size from six meter run-abouts through fifteen meter or larger yachts.
FCHA accommodates this influx by mooring larger vessels along the floating breakwater and
through the use of rafted mooring techniques, in some cases three vessels deep. These
procedures constrain maneuvering aisles and often demand shifting of vessels to permit other
vessels to enter or leave berth. The harbour authority reports many instances where demand for
moorage by transient recreational boaters simply cannot be accommodated and it is necessary to
turn these boaters away.
Demand
Additional berth infrastructure is required to accommodate moorage demand associated with
transient recreational boaters. This infrastructure should be configured to accommodate vessels
ranging in size from approximately six meters through fifteen meters or more. The industry
practice of levying the higher rates to short term moorage suggests that increased
accommodation of this class of vessel will also provide FCHA with highest revenues.
In general there is little overlap between commercial fishing activities and those associated with
transient recreational use. As a consequence, berth infrastructure provided to accommodate
transient recreational use may be utilized by commercial vessels during the winter months.
2.2.1.4

Offloading Wharf
Current Status
During the initial development of the harbour, a timber approach and wharf head was constructed
to provide access to the float network and support the vessel loading requirements of the users.
The approach and wharf head are of classic timber construction and have plan view dimensions of
approximately 97.7m x 2.73m and 19.0m x 6.9m respectively. An inspection conducted during
2009 determined the structures to be in good condition and projected remaining service life at ten
years.
In 2008 a causeway was constructed that connects the shoreline with the existing rubble mound
breakwater. This causeway provides access from the upland to the float network and wharf head.
Electrical services to the float network were also relocated from the timber approach to the
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causeway. Construction of the causeway rendered the timber approach redundant and, while it
still provides nostalgic and aesthetic value, the approach is no longer required to support harbour
operations. FCHA continue to perform on-going maintenance to the approach at an estimated
annual cost of $5,000.
The wharf head, accessed from the new causeway, continues to be a useful asset to the harbour
users, primarily as a convenient platform from which loading of materials and equipment to and
from vessels is accomplished. It is equipped with a manually operated derrick with a maximum
load rating of 1.5 tonnes.
Capacity
The timber approach to the wharf head is no longer required to support harbour operations.
The wharf head remains an important asset to the users of the harbour. The most recent
inspection, conducted during 2009, determined the structure to be in serviceable condition and
estimated remaining service life as ten years. Given that the remaining service life estimate
provided at that time is now more than five years old, it must be concluded that the structure
must soon be replaced.
Vessel access to the wharf head is constrained by vessels moored along the west face of main
float A, particularly when double rafted, and by limited depths adjacent to the wharf face which
dictate that loading operations be limited to higher tide levels. FCHA had indicated that the
current constraints to the use of the wharf head are not seriously detrimental to harbour
operations.
Demand
The timber approach to the wharf head has been rendered redundant as a result of the
construction of the adjacent causeway. This facility should be demolished and disposed to
eliminate the on-going annual maintenance costs associated with its upkeep.
The wharf head is rapidly approaching the end of its service life and should be replaced with an
equivalent facility.
2.2.1.5

Launch Ramp
Current Status
At present there are no launching facilities available within Ford Cove Harbour.
Capacity
The extents of the water lot boundary on the northeast side of the causeway are sufficient to
accommodate construction of a launch ramp across the foreshore should that be desired.
However, upland areas available for maneuvering of truck-trailer combinations and for boat trailer
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parking are severely limited. These constraints render consideration of the addition of a launching
facility of limited value.
Demand
Users of Ford Cove harbour have indicated no requirement to provide launching facilities.
2.2.1.6

Navigational Aids
Current Status
The floating breakwater at the mouth of the harbour has been fitted with a white flashing light at
its offshore end. A green navigational marker aids vessels approaching the harbour entrance from
the south.
Capacity
The existing green marker and white flashing light on the end of the floating breakwater provide
sufficient guidance for vessels approaching the harbour from the south.
Demand
FCHA representatives indicate that most vessels approaching the harbour from the north will
transit all the way to the south marker before approaching the harbour entrance. It is possible for
vessels approaching from the north to navigate through the channel between Maude Reef and
Hornby Island, but, this route is generally left to users who are familiar with the navigational
hazards. A navigational buoy positioned near the north end of Maude Reef would aid boaters
approaching from the north who wish to navigate this passage.

2.2.1.7

Geotechnical Constraints - Marine
Current Status
Geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments within the harbour basin was not available
to support this assessment. FCHA members advise that the bottom sediments are comprised of
fine grain sand. Sediments of this nature tend to be relatively soft and are subject to settlement if
subjected to load.
The piles supporting the existing loading wharf are founded on concrete footings bearing on
sandstone. Thus, in the vicinity of this structure, sandstone exists very near the surface. FCHA
users have also indicated that sandstone has been encountered during installation of timber
pilings at the ends of existing finger floats extending northeast from the east face of main float B.
Capacity
It appears that the seabed composition is suited to the installation of driven piling for the support
of structures and for mooring purposes. However the veneer of seabed sediments overlying
sandstone appears to be insufficient for the development of appreciable lateral capacity in areas
within close proximity to the low waterline and the loading wharf.
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Demand
Geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments is required to assess the soil for its
capacity to resist lateral mooring loads and to support structures.
2.2.1.8

Environmental Constraints
Current Status
With the exception of anecdotal accounts provided by FCHA representatives, no sources of data
were found that documented habitat values within the harbour basin. FCHA representatives
report the presence of pockets of eel grass along the inner flank of the breakwater.
Capacity
Not applicable.
Demand
The presence of eel grass may impose a constraint on breakwater reconfiguration or harbour
dredging should these be envisaged to improve utilization of the harbour.

2.2.2

ONSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE

2.2.2.1

Property Ownership
Current Status
Property and lease hold boundaries, as presently understood, are illustrated by Figure 1.
Capacity
The following property and lease hold boundary observations are provided for consideration:






The Ford Cove water lot boundary encompasses all current harbour infrastructure with
the exception of the aged timber raft breakwater. Approximately 50% of this structure
extends beyond the northern water lot boundary. SCH has initiated the process of
extending the water lot to the north. Proposed revised boundary limits are also illustrated
within Figure 1;
The entrance channel to the harbour does not appear to be held by any lease holder;
The harbour water lot boundary adjoins an oyster lease to the east. This adjacent lease
may restrict redevelopment of the harbour.
FCHA controls a small portion of upland immediately surrounding, and centered upon, the
entrance to the causeway. This upland forms an extension of Central Road and provides
access to adjacent residential properties and an adjacent store. Potential redevelopment
of this upland area for harbour purposes will be constrained if the requirement to provide
access to adjacent residential/retail properties is maintained.
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Demand
The deteriorated condition of the aged timber raft breakwater and the imminent requirement for
its replacement lends some urgency to finalize the process of water lot boundary alteration
already initiated by SCH.
2.2.2.2

Access Roads
Current Status
Access to Ford Cove harbour is provided by Central Road, a narrow two-lane paved corridor.
Central Road terminates at the harbour causeway.
Capacity
As the roadway approaches the harbour, it slopes downward at a relatively steep grade. A sharp
turn exists immediately prior to the harbour entrance.
The present access roadway design limits its suitability to use by light cars and trucks. Larger
vehicles, such as semi-trailer trucks and recreational vehicles, would find negotiating the roadway
challenging and, because the roadway dead ends at the harbour and turn-around facilities do not
exist, it would be difficult for large vehicles to turn around.
Demand
The users of Ford Cove harbour have not indicated particular concerns associated with the limited
access afforded by the access road.

2.2.2.3

Parking
Current Status
Available parking is limited at Ford Cove harbour. Approximately fifteen light cars and trucks can
be accommodated within Ford Cove harbour property limits – ten parking stalls are provided
along the southwest shoulder of the causeway and approximately five parking spaces are available
on the upland to either side of the causeway entrance.
Additional public parking is available along the right shoulder of Central Road. Approximately
fifteen additional light cars and trucks can be accommodated at this location.
Capacity
Those wishing to park cars and light trucks utilize the margins along Central Road or the left
shoulder of the causeway. These areas are limited and competition for spots is often high.
The available parking along the shoulder of Central Road, a public corridor, is also utilized by
patrons of the adjacent store.
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Demand
The demand for parking facilities, particularly for those associated with cars and light trucks will
increase, particularly if moorage infrastructure is expanded to accommodate transient
recreational boaters and commercial fisheries that are being consideration for development. The
opportunities for the development of additional parking in close proximity to the harbour are
limited because available upland is privately owned, occupied by public infrastructure or
constrained by the shoreline.
2.2.2.4

Wharfingers Office & Amenities
Current Status
Amenities presently available at the harbour site include a small wharfingers office, public
washrooms equipped with composting toilets and a small storage building. These structures are
situated at the entrance to the causeway.
Capacity
The wharfingers office and storage building are of sufficient size to support the harbour managers
duties and provide limited equipment/supply storage. The public washroom meets the present
need of the harbour users but the facility is odorous and outdated.
Demand
Improved washroom facilities are required to replace the present inadequate facility and to
accommodate increased use associated with accommodation of resident recreational boater
traffic. Hornby Island has no sanitary treatment facilities. The limitations on available upland and
the proximity of the site to the marine environment renders sanitary disposal within a leach field
impractical. Consequently, other management methods for sanitary discharges would need to be
considered for this site.

2.2.2.5

Geotechnical Constraints – Upland
Current Status
The causeway is formed from fill placed across the foreshore and armoured against the effects of
incident waves and currents by quarried stone riprap. The existing foreshore beneath the
footprint of the causeway is believed to consist of a thin veneer of marine sediments overlying
sand stone.
Upland areas in close proximity to the harbour appear to be native soils with minimal disturbance.
Capacity
Fill placement depths above the native soils associated with the formation of the causeway are
estimated to be four meters or less. Because the causeway is of relatively recent construction
(2008) it is surmised that fills were placed with appropriate compaction. If so, this fact in
combination with the limited fill depths and the shallow layer of native soils overlying sandstone
suggest that the causeway is now well consolidated and not likely to experience settlement.
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Undisturbed upland areas adjacent to the harbour are not anticipated to pose significant
geotechnical challenges to anticipated harbour redevelopment.
Demand
Geotechnical characterization of the upland should be undertaken in any areas where
redevelopment involves disturbance of native soils or where fill placement is proposed.
2.2.3

SERVICES AND UTILITIES

2.2.3.1

Water
Current Status
Fresh water requirements for residents of Hornby Island are provided by private wells. The
ground water supply is limited and ground water sources often contain high concentrations of
sulphur and minerals.
Capacity
Ford Cove harbour presently has no source of fresh water. The harbour also has no suitable
upland area within which a well could be established. A coin operated dispenser for potable
water is situated at the head of the causeway adjacent to the wharfingers office.
Demand
The users of Ford Cove harbour would benefit from the distribution of fresh water throughout the
float network. As a consequence of limited ground water capacity, the absence of public potable
water distribution infrastructure and the absence of an upland area within which a well could be
established, innovative sources of water would need to be considered potentially including
rainwater collection and desalination.

2.2.3.2

Sanitary Sewer
Current Status
Hornby Island has no public sanitary conveyance and treatment infrastructure. Sanitary disposal
is accomplished via private leach fields.
Capacity
Ford Cove harbour currently has no method for the management and disposal of sanitary
discharge. The harbour also does not own any suitable upland area within which a disposal field
could be established. While public washrooms are provided, these employ composting toilets.
Demand
The intentions of the users of Ford Cove harbour to expand the accommodation of recreational
and commercial boats will result in increased demand for public washroom facilities and for
facilities to which on-board holding tanks may be discharged. Suitable facilities are required to
meet this demand.
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The non-availability of public sanitary conveyance and treatment facilities and the absence of
upland areas where a disposal field could be implemented suggest that innovative techniques for
the management of sanitary waste be considered including an in-situ waste treatment plant.
2.2.3.3

Storm Sewer
Current Status
No formal storm water infrastructure exists on Hornby Island or at the Ford Cove harbour site.
Capacity
All rainfall incident to the harbour site is presently conveyed to the marine environment as surface
flow.
Demand
The stakeholders have not identified a requirement for storm water infrastructure. However, in
the event that redevelopment of the access road and other upland areas is considered, the
installation of oil-water separators to preclude entry of vehicle related hydrocarbons to the
marine environment should also be considered.

2.2.3.4

Hydro
Current Status
The electrical feed to the Ford Cove float network has recently been upgraded and relocated to
the causeway. Electrical power is available at kiosks situated at regular intervals along main floats
A & B.
Capacity
The electrical feed is sufficient to accommodate the current power demand of the harbour area
users.
Demand
The existing electrical feed is sufficient to accommodate the loads associated with the expanded
moorage infrastructure envisaged by the users of Ford Cove harbour. Expansion of the electrical
distribution system is necessary to extend the service to new float infrastructure.

2.2.3.5

Telecommunications
Current Status
Conventional telephone and internet service is available at Ford Cove harbour
Capacity
The conventional telecommunication services that are available at the harbour site are sufficient
for the requirements of the harbour users. Wifi access is presently not available at the harbour.
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Demand
Wifi access should be provided at the harbour in conjunction with implementation of the
anticipated expanded moorage infrastructure.

2.3

NEED
As previously described, the NEED is the difference between the DEMAND imposed on the
harbour facilities by the stakeholders and the CAPACITY of the harbour to meet that demand. The
need of the Ford Cove Harbour stakeholders is presented in Table 1.

3

REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed redeveloped configuration for Ford Cove Harbour. The sections
which follow describe the components of the redevelopment. Table 2 lists the specific needs
identified by the stakeholders during the Need Assessment and, immediately adjacent to each,
lists the component of the redevelopment that specifically addresses that need.

3.1.1

Wave Protection
The deteriorated timber raft breakwater extending to the northwest from the end of the floating
catamaran, will be demolished and disposed. It is proposed that the breakwater be released from
the mooring system and dragged on shore. The logs forming the longitudinal stringers of the
structure can be cut up and used as firewood. Available photographs suggest that the cross tie
timbers are incised and are therefore assumed to be preservative treated. Thus, these elements
will be disposed in an approved land fill.
To maintain the standard of wave protection presently enjoyed by harbour users, the
development plan illustrates the installation of a single layer floating catamaran breakwater
having plan view dimensions of 48.8 m x 8.5 m at the location previously occupied by the timber
raft breakwater. The unit will be moored in position with the existing system of lines and gravity
anchors as the mooring system was recently replaced and the design of the replacement system
anticipated that the timber raft would be replaced by a floating catamaran. The floating
catamaran breakwater is a standard design developed by SCH. It appears that the standard design
has evolved over time because the module width of 8.5 m exceeds the width of 6.6 m for the unit
that already exists on site. Thus the outer face of the overall floating breakwater array will not lie
in a single plane.
The expansion of the mooring float network, discussed in a subsequent section of this report,
requires a similar extension of the breakwater toward the northwest. It is proposed that a second
floating catamaran breakwater be installed, as illustrated by Figure 2, having plan view dimensions
of 24.4 m x 8.5 m complete with a new system of mooring lines and bottom founded gravity
anchors. The northern limit of this second floating breakwater extends beyond the northern
boundary limit of the water lot expansion being pursued by SCH.
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The surface of the floating catamaran breakwater already on the site is fitted with a timber deck.
The FCHA stakeholders have noted the requirement for on-going cleaning of the timber deck to
ensure that it does not become slippery. They have suggested that additional floating catamaran
units only be equipped with a walkway deck along the inner face to minimize the requirement for
ongoing cleaning and that consideration be given to forming the deck of materials requiring less of
this type of maintenance.
3.1.2

Berth Infrastructure
The main and header float infrastructure that currently exists at Ford Cove Harbour is in
serviceable condition and will be retained. However, the float network derives floatation from
uncoated foam billets and these billets are disintegrating, resulting in progressive loss of flotation
and the requirement to remove and dispose of foam waste from the harbour on an on-going
basis. There are also elements of the timber frame and deck that are deteriorated and require
replacement. The development plan includes replacement of the existing foam billets with
polyethylene buoyancy tanks and replacement of deteriorated timber elements.
Main floats A & B are proposed to be extended by approximately 55 m and 36 m respectively,
with construction of the extensions matching that of the existing float infrastructure. The overall
length of float extension that is actually implemented can vary somewhat from the figures quoted
above. The lengths selected for illustration provide a relatively consistent spacing between
additional mooring dolphins to that which has been utilized on the existing float infrastructure.
The float extensions are proposed to be moored with four pile timber dolphins identical in design
to that applied to the existing mooring dolphins.
An array of finger floats is proposed to be installed along the eastern face of main float B. The
fingers are illustrated 1.2 m wide and of either 12.2 m or 18.3 m length in Figure 2. These berths
are intended to be multi-purpose, capable of accommodating shallower draught vessels ranging in
size from 6 m to 18 m length overall. The spacing of the finger floats has been selected to coincide
with recommendations published by the California Department of Boating and Waterways for an
assumed average vessel size of 9.1 m and includes space for a maneuvering aisle equivalent to 1.5
times the average width for this size of vessel. Consequently, if the berths are occupied by
multiple small vessels, all vessels are expected to be able to enter and leave the berth without the
requirement to move vessels closer to the berth mouth. Alternatively, if the berths were occupied
by larger vessels such that only one vessel could be moored on either side of the double berth,
there would be open water space between the two vessels that could be viewed as a lost moorage
opportunity.
The finger floats along the east face of main float B are illustrated fitted with triangular deck fillets
at the connection to the main float. These fillets were added to maintain the position of the
fingers on a perpendicular alignment to the main float without the requirement for a mooring pile
at the end of the finger. While mooring piles at the end of each finger float is the more
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conventional approach, it is anticipated that the thin veneer of marine sediments overlying
sandstone in this area may render pile installation problematic. Because the finger floats are long
and existing main float B was not likely designed to withstand moment loads associated with
finger floats attached in the manner illustrated, it is considered likely that some form of
securement will be required at the ends of the finger floats. A system of mooring lines with kellet
weights could be envisaged. While the details of how these fingers will be secured can be
deferred to a later date, for the purposes of this assignment, estimates of construction cost have
been derived on the basis that mooring piles can, and will, be installed at the finger float ends.
It is anticipated that current and future moorage requirements for commercial vessels would
continue to be accommodated by the available berth space on the west face of main float B with
overflow to main float A if dictated by demand. The fact that the majority of commercial fishing
takes place in the winter months suggests that there will be little, if any, conflict in moorage
demand between commercial and recreational vessels and spill-over of commercial vessels onto
main float A should be possible. Similarly, the demand for moorage by transient recreational
vessels is expected to be accommodated along both faces of main float A with spill-over to the
west face of main float B as required.
The inner face of the floating breakwater network can be used for temporary and over-flow
moorage on an as required basis and for use by vessels with greater draught than is available
within the internal float network.
3.1.3

Off-Loading Wharf
The existing timber approach and wharf head are proposed to be demolished and disposed under
the development plan, the approach because construction of the adjacent causeway has rendered
this structure redundant and the wharf head because it is near the end of its service life.
Removal of the approach and wharf head presents a number of opportunities for the wharf head
and causeway that are illustrated within Figure 2. It is proposed that a concrete lock-block
retaining wall be constructed on an alignment parallel with the existing timber approach and
approximately coincident with the toe of riprap slope near the entrance to the causeway. The
retaining wall will be extended seaward to a position coinciding with the landward end of the
current gangway. At this location the retaining wall will form a 90 degree turn, extending on a
southwesterly alignment until it intersects the rubble mound breakwater. The space between the
retaining wall and causeway flank would be filled with granular fill and surfaced to match that of
the existing causeway.
Loading operations would be undertaken adjacent to the northwest face of the new retaining
wall. The vertical face along this alignment, as illustrated by Figure 2, is now more than twice as
long as that available adjacent to the wharf head and the new alignment places the loading face in
deeper water away from the toe of the current riprap face.
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The wharf face will be fitted with a manually operated derrick. The existing derrick could be
refurbished for this purpose or a new unit procured and installed.
The expanded causeway, in conjunction with related improvements discussed more fully in
subsequent sections of this report, provides the opportunity to develop additional parking for cars
and light trucks and improve traffic circulation on the causeway.
3.1.4

Navigational Aids
The development plan for Ford Cove harbour includes the installation of a navigational buoy at
the north end of Maude Reef. Precise details and the location for this buoy would be determined
through negotiation with the Canadian Coast Guard. For the purposes of this assignment, an
allowance for the installation of this buoy has been included in the estimate of construction cost.

3.1.5

Parking
The current facility arrangement provides parking for approximately thirty cars and light trucks.
Ten spaces are presently available along the left shoulder of the causeway; five spaces are
possible within the upland areas within FCHA property limits and an additional fifteen spaces are
available along the shoulder of Central Road.
The expanded configuration of the causeway provides the opportunity to develop twenty-two
angled parking spaces along the retaining wall forming the right side of the causeway. It is
proposed that the current parking spaces along the left shoulder of the causeway be eliminated
and this area repurposed as a vehicle travel lane. The configuration illustrated by the
development plan, Figure 2, provides a total of fifty-seven parking spaces, twenty-two on the
causeway; five spaces within the upland areas within the FCHA property limits and fifteen spaces
along the shoulder of Central Road. The expanded configuration of the causeway also
accommodates two way vehicle traffic, improving the access to the head of the gangway and the
loading facility and will also accommodate turn-around of vehicles at the causeway head.

3.1.6

Wharfingers Office and Ammenities
The existing wharfingers office is in serviceable condition and it has been assumed that this facility
will continue to function in this capacity by the development plan. The existing public washroom
building will be demolished and disposed and will be replaced with a new building. The existing
storage building was not examined during this assignment but it has been assumed that this
building will likewise be demolished and replaced with an equivalent new building.
The existing wharfingers office, washroom and storage building are awkwardly placed at the
entrance to the causeway where they constrain traffic flow onto and off the causeway. It is
proposed that the existing wharfingers office be moved to a new location at the north corner of
the expanded causeway immediately adjacent to the lock block retaining wall, Figure 2. The office
will be expanded to an approximate foot print of 3.0 m x 12.0m such that the building would be
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sufficiently large to accommodate the wharfingers office, public washrooms and the storage
facility.
3.1.7

Water
It is suggested that Ford Cove harbour install a portable desalination plant to provide potable
water to users of the harbour. Prepackaged desalination plants are readily available and units
capable of delivering thirty-five to forty thousand liters per day occupy a footprint of only 1.2 x 1.5
m. Electrical demand to operate the unit is estimated at approximately 8.5 kWh per four
thousand liters. It is proposed that the desalination plant be situated inside the storage room of
the amenities building. An intake pipe would be required and would likely draw water from the
marine environment near the end of the breakwater.
With the desalination plant in place, the public washroom could be equipped with conventional
flush toilets and it has been assumed that a potable water distribution system would be installed
on the float network. Allowances have been included in the estimate of cost for the installation of
these systems.

3.1.8

Sanitary Sewer
Pre-packaged sewage treatment plants are available and were briefly investigated for installation
at Ford Cove harbour. The available systems, while efficiently designed, still occupy relatively
large footprints and require expertise for their operation. These considerations, in conjunction
with the regulatory process applicable to the installation of this type of system led the
investigators to abandon these units from further consideration. For the purposes of this
assignment, it is proposed that sanitary waste be directed to a below-grade holding tank installed
adjacent to the amenities building on the causeway, Figure 2. The holding tank would be emptied
on a regular, on-going basis under a contractual arrangement with a truck pumping service. The
sanitary effluent could be disposed in an existing leach disposal field, perhaps at the local fire hall
or similar public facility. The availability of a truck pumping service or a suitable leach disposal
fields on Hornby Island or within the surrounding vicinity has not been investigated.
Sanitary waste from the new public washroom would be directed to the holding tank. In addition,
the holding tank provides an opportunity to provide vessel holding tank pump out services. Figure
2 illustrates one berth at the end of the extended main float A dedicated to the provision of pump
out services and it is proposed that this berth be equipped with a peristaltic pump and discharge
piping that will direct the waste stream to the holding tank.

3.1.9

Hydro
The existing hydro service at Ford Cove harbour has been recently upgraded and FCHA has advised
that sufficient power exists to accommodate the current and projected future demand of the
stakeholders.
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The reconfiguration of the causeway and loading wharf, as described above, will leave the existing
electrical service panel, which presently resides at the southeast corner of the existing wharf
head, exposed in the middle of the causeway vehicle travel path. The electrical panel will require
relocation to a position closer to the perimeter of the reconfigured causeway. An allowance has
been included in the estimate of implementation cost for this purpose.
On-float electrical services will be extended to the expanded float network. It has been assumed
that the arrangement of electrical kiosks, as presently exists on the current float network, is
adequate and can be replicated throughout the expanded float network. An allowance has been
included in the estimate of implementation cost to extend the electrical service to the new floats.
3.1.10

Telecommunications
The provision of Wifi services at Ford Cove harbour would not represent a large investment of
capital. For the purposes of this assignment, allowances have been included in the estimate of
development cost to secure and install the necessary telecommunications equipment.

4

ESTIMATE OF PROJECT COST
An indicative estimate of cost to implement the redevelopment illustrated by Figure 2 is provided
within Table 3. The estimate is Class D providing a cost projection suitable for budget planning
purposes. The budget includes a contingency of 10% for engineering, studies and project
management and a contingency of 30%.
The overall estimated cost of the project is $3.34M.

5

STUDY LIMITATIONS
The need assessment reported by this document is based, in large part, on anecdotal accounts
provided by the stakeholders during face to face interviews. The analysis was conducted under
the constraints of a demanding delivery schedule and consequently, most, but not all, of the
stakeholders were able to provide written responses in the timely fashion necessary to consider
this written information within the assessment. Furthermore, it was not possible to collect all
necessary data and background reports that would support confirmation of the anecdotal
information by the investigators. It is therefore recommended that the contents of this report be
reviewed periodically, as new and additional data becomes available.
The conceptual redevelopment plan for the harbour, illustrated by Figure 2, has been developed
to satisfy the collective need of the stakeholders. The layout of marine infrastructure components
of the redevelopment plan, including breakwaters and floats, has been completed without the aid
of hydro-technical analysis. Consequently the alignments for this infrastructure illustrated by
Figure 2 may not be optimal. It is recommended that hydro-technical analysis be conducted to
confirm the adequacy of the breakwaters prior to project implementation.
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The redevelopment plan and the estimates of redevelopment cost have been prepared in the
absence of hydro-technical analysis, as previously stated, comprehensive survey data or
geotechnical characterization of the soils comprising the upland and basin seabed. Thus it cannot
be stated with certainty at this time that the existing soils are suitable for the support of
structures. Geotechnical characterization is necessary to confirm the applicability of the structural
systems comprising the required infrastructure. No allowance has been made in the estimates of
construction cost for soil improvements should these be required.

Respectfully Submitted,
KLA Engineering Ltd.
Prepared By:

Ralph L. Everts, P. Eng.
Principal
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FORD COVE HARBOUR
NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TABLE 1 - NEED SUMMARY
OFFSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE
Wave Protection
Replace deteriorated floating timber raft breakwater segment.
Extend the floating breakwater in the northeasterly direction to protect expanded float network.
Extend waterlot boundary to encompass current and expanded footprint of floating breakwater.
Berth Infrastructure
Provide additional berth infrastructure to accommodate moorage demand associated with transient
recreational boaters.
Offloading Wharf
Demolish and dispose of existing timber approach to the wharfhead
Replace wharfhead with a new structure.
Navigational Aids
Provide and install a navigational buoy near the north end of Maude Reef.
Geotechnical Constraints - Marine
Undertake geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments to assess soil for capacity to resist lateral
mooring loads and support structures.
Environmental Constraints
Undertake biophysical assessment to establish value of marine habitat and impacts of redevelopment on
biophysical resources.
ONSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE
Property Ownership
Finalizethe process of water lot boundary revision to encompass footprint of floating breakwaters.
Parking
Consider opportunities for expanded accommodation of parked cars and light trucks.
Wharfingers Office & Amenities
Provide improved washroom facilities including systems for the management of sanitary discharge.
Geotechnical Constraints - Upland
Undertake geotechnical characterization of upland areas where redevelopment involes disturbance of native
soils or where fill plalcement is proposed.
SERVICES AND UTILITIES
Water
Provide and install a fresh water distribution network within the current and expanded float network.
Investigate and implement a source of potable water for the use of Ford Cove harbour.
Sanitary Sewer
Provide suitable public washroom facilities
Provide vessel sanitary pump out facilities
Investigate and implement in-situ sanitary waste treatment facility.
Storm Sewer
Consider installation of oil-water separators in any newly developed areas to preclude entry of vehicle
related hydrocarbons to the marine environment.
Hydro
Extend electrical distribution network to expanded float network
Telecommunications
Provide Wifi access to users of the harbour.

Table1-Needs.xlsx
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FORD COVE HARBOUR
NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TABLE 2 - NEED AND REDEVELOPMENT PLAN SOLUTION TO NEED
NEED
OFFSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE
Wave Protection
-Replace deteriorated floating timber raft breakwater segment.

-Extend the floating breakwater in the northeasterly direction to
protect expanded float network.
-Extend waterlot boundary to encompass current and expanded
footprint of floating breakwater.
Berth Infrastructure
-Provide additional berth infrastructure to accommodate moorage
demand associated with transient recreational boaters.

Offloading Wharf
-Demolish and dispose of existing timber approach to the
wharfhead. Replace wharfhead with new structure.

Navigational Aids
-Provide and install a navigational buoy near the north end of
Maude Reef.

Table1-Needs.xlsx

REDEVELOPMENT PLAN SOLUTION TO NEED

-Existing deteriorated timber raft breakwater segment to be
demolished and disposed.
-Replace deteriorated breakwater segment with new single
layer floating catamaran breakwater (48.8 m x 8.5 m).
-Mooring system from deteriorated breakwater segment to be
retained and utilized for new catamaran unit.
-Provide additional single layer floating catamaran breakwater
(24.4 m x 8.5 m);
-Provide and install new mooring system for breakwater.
-Application process to extend waterlot boudary has been initiated
by SCH.
-Existing float network provides approximately 478 vessel-meters
of moorage with double rafting along both faces of main float A;
- Main floats A & B extended by 55 m and 36 m respectively to
increase accomodation of commercial and larger recreational craft;
-Combination of 18.3 and 12.2 m fingers added to east face of main
float B to provide multi-purpose accomodation of recreational
boats ranging in size from 6m to 18m.
-Existing timber approach demolished and disposed off-site;
-Existing wharfhead demolished and replaced with equivalent
new structure utilizing materials requiring low maintenance.
-Wharfhead fitted with new, manually powered derrick crane.
-Allowance for additional navigational buoy included in
estimate of cost.
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FORD COVE HARBOUR
NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TABLE 2 - NEED AND REDEVELOPMENT PLAN SOLUTION TO NEED
Geotechnical Constraints - Marine
-Undertake geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments
to assess soil for capacity to resist lateral mooring loads and
support structures.
Environmental Constraints
-Undertake biophysical assessment to establish value of marine
habitat and impacts of redevelopment on biophysical resources.

ONSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE
Property Ownership
-Finalize the process of water lot boundary revision to encompass
footprint of floating breakwaters.
Parking
-Consider opportunities for expanded accommodation of parked
cars and light trucks.
Wharfingers Office
-Provide improved washroom facilities including systems for the
management of sanitary discharge.

Geotechnical Constraints - Upland
-Undertake geotechnical characterization of upland areas where
redevelopment involes disturbance of native soils or where fill
placement is proposed.

Table1-Needs.xlsx

-Cost of geotechnical characterization included in allowance for
engineering, studies and approvals.

-Cost of environmental characterization included in allowance for
engineering, studies and approvals. Potential costs for
compensatory works not included at this time.

-Application process to extend waterlot boudary has been initiated
by SCH.
-Twenty-two angle parking spots provided on expanded causeway
-Five parking space available at entrance to causeway
-Fifteen spaces available along right shoulder of Central Road
-Allowance included in cost estimate for replacement of public
washroom facility.
-Refer to Services and Utilities - Sanitary Sewer for
management of sanitary disposal.
-Cost of geotechnical characterization included in allowance for
engineering, studies and approvals.
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FORD COVE HARBOUR
NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TABLE 2 - NEED AND REDEVELOPMENT PLAN SOLUTION TO NEED
SERVICES AND UTILITIES
Water
-Provide and install a fresh water distribution network within the
current and expanded float network.
-Investigate and implement a source of potable water for the use
of Ford Cove harbour.
Sanitary Sewer
-Provide suitable public washroom facilities
-Provide vessel sanitary pump out facilities
-Investigate and implement in-situ sanitary waste treatment
facility.

Storm Sewer
-Consider installation of oil-water separators in any newly
developed areas to preclude entry of vehicle related
hydrocarbons to the marine environment.
Hydro
-Extend electrical distribution network to expanded float network
Telecommunications
-Provide Wifi access to users of the harbour.

Table1-Needs.xlsx

-Allowances provided in cost estimate to extend potable water
service to existing and extended float nework.
-Allowance included in cost estimate based on installation of small,
3
pre-packaged desalination plant capable of producing 35-40 m
per day
-Allowance included in cost estimate for replacement washroom
-Allowance included in cost estimate for installation of peristoltic
pump on float network
-Cost estimate based on installation of on-shore holding tank and
pipework connecting holding tank to pump-out station.
Contractual arrangement to be implemented under which holding
tank is pumped-out on regular basis. Sanitary waste disposed
in pre-existing leach field (perhaps at fire hall?)
-Allowances provided in cost estimate

-Allowances provided in cost estimate
-Allowances provided in cost estimate
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FORD COVE HARBOUR AUTHORITY
NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TABLE 3 - INDICATIVE ESTIMATE OF REDEVELOPMENT COST
Item
1

2

Description

Unit

Quantity

l.s.

1

1.2 Supply & Deliver Additional 48.8 x 8.5 m Catamaran c/w Partial Deck & Tie-Rails
1.3 Install Anchor Blocks & Mooring Lines for 48.8m Unit

l.s.

1

$ 300,000

$ 300,000

l.s.

1

$

$

1.4 Supply & Deliver Additional 24.4 m Catamaran c/w Partial Deck & Tie-Rails
1.5 Supply & Install Anchor Blocks & Mooring Lines

l.s.

1

$ 150,000

$ 150,000

l.s.

1

$

50,000

$

m2

587

$

200

m2

272

$

750

$ 204,075

m2

116

$

750

$

ea

28

$

5,000

$ 140,000

3,000

$

WAVE PROTECTION
1.1 Remove & Dispose Relic Floating Timber Breakwater

BERTH INFRASTRUCTURE
2.1 Refurbish Exist Floats - Replace Billets w HDPE Tanks & Minor Repairs
2.2 Supply & Deliver New Main Floats
2.3 Supply & Deliver New Finger Floats
2.4 Mooring Dolphins (Seven 4-pile)
2.5 Moorings at Ends of Fingers
2.6 Hydro - Extend to New Floats

3

OFF-LOADING WHARF
3.1 Remove Gangway & Temporarily Store
3.2 Demolish & Dispose Exist Approach and Wharfhead
3.3 Supply and Place Lock-Block for Retaining Wall
3.4 Supply and Install Geogrid each block layer
3.5 Supply, Place & Compact Granular Fill
3.6 Restore Causeway Surface Following Construction
3.7 Guard Rails

5

7

8

9

15,000
15,000

$

ea

9

$

l.s.

1

$ 100,000

$ 100,000
$

722,465

$

40,000

$

71,000

$

115,000

$

37,500

$

127,500

$

15,000

$
$
$
$

2,333,845
233,385
770,169
3,337,398

27,000

l.s.
l.s.

1
1

$
2,500
$ 100,000

$
2,500
$ 100,000

ea
m2
m3
l.s.

1,057

$

300

$ 317,100

3,546
6,326
1

$
$
$

5
40
3,000

$ 17,730
$ 253,035
$
3,000

150

$

20,100

7,500

$

7,500

l.s.

1

$

1,500

$

1,500

l.s.

1

$

40,000

$

40,000

l.s.
l.s.

1
1

$
$

1,000
5,000

$
$

1,000
5,000

l.s.
m2

1

$

5,000

$

5,000

24

$

2,500

$

60,000

WATER
6.1 Supply & Install Portable Desalination Plant
6.2 Intake - 100 mm HDPE c/w Conc Ballast Blocks on Seabed Adjacent to B/W
6.3 Supply & Install Potable Water Distribution System on Float Network

l.s.
l.s.

1
1

$
$

50,000
40,000

$
$

50,000
40,000

l.s.

1

$

25,000

$

25,000

SANITARY SEWER
7.1 Supply & Install U/G Holding Tank
7.2 Supply & Install On Float Sanitary Line - Pump Out to Holding Tank
7.3 Supply & Install Peristaltic Pump

l.s.
l.s.

1
1

$
$

7,500
20,000

$
$

7,500
20,000

l.s.

1

$

10,000

$

10,000

HYDRO
8.1 Reposition Electrical Panel on Causeway
8.2 Extend On-Float Electrical Distribution Network to New Floats
8.3 Service Disconnect/Reconnect Fees

l.s.
l.s.

1
1

$ 25,000
$ 100,000

$ 25,000
$ 100,000

l.s.

1

$

2,500

$

2,500

l.s.

1

$

15,000

$

15,000

2015-005_FordCoveConstCostEstimate.xlsx

675,380

86,925

$

SUBTOTAL
STUDIES, ENGINEERING DESIGN, APPROVALS (10%)
CONTINGENCY (30%)
TOTAL ESTIMATED PRICE

$
$ 117,380

$

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
9.1 Supply & Install Wifi

530,000

50,000

1

WHARFINGERS OFFICE & AMMENITIES
5.1 Service Disconnects
5.2 Demolish & Dispose Exist Washroom & Storage Buildings
5.3 Relocate Wharfingers Office to Causeway (Includes Foundation Slab)

$

15,000

134

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
4.1 Supply & Install Navigational Buoy at North End of Maude Reef

Total Cost

15,000

m

5.4 Expand Wharfingers Office to Include Public Washroom & Storage
6

$

Item Cost

l.s.

3.8 New Crane
3.9 Reinstall Gangway
4

Rate
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STAGE ONE APPLICATION
This application form is for projects over $50,000.

SECTION 1 - APPLICANT INFORMATION
Applicant Information
Name of Organization:

Ford Cove Harbour Authority

Street Address or PO Box:

10800a Central Road

City/Town/Village:

Hornby Island

Phone:

250-335-0003

Email:
Incorporation/Business/Society
Number:

fordcoveharbour@gmail.com

Postal Code: V0R1Z0
Fax:

351679-2

Designated Officer (Signing Authority)
Officer’s Name:

Glen Hadden

Title:
Street Address or PO
Box:
City/Town/Village:

Board Secretary and Treasurer

Phone:

250.334.7692

Email:

fordcoveharbour@gmail.com

10715a Central Rd
Hornby Island

Postal Code: V0R1Z0
Fax:

Primary Contact (if different from Designated Officer)
Name & Title:

Jean Miserendino, Harbour Manager

Street Address or PO Box:

10800a Central Road

City/Town/Village:

Hornby Island

Postal Code:

Phone:

250-897-8564

Fax:

Email:

fordcoveharbour@gmail.com

V0R1Z0

Page 1
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SECTION 2 – PROJECT INFORMATION
1. PROJECT NAME
Ford Cove Harbour Marina Expansion:
Expansion to Meet Increasing Demand

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Rationale
The Ford Cove Harbour is a commercial fishing harbour situated near the southern tip of Hornby
Island. The harbour was developed under the mandate of the Small Craft Harbours Branch (SCH) of
Fisheries and Oceans Canada to support the commercial fishery. The general decline in fish stocks
within the Salish Sea has resulted in a shift away from the predominant commercial use of the
harbour to a combined accommodation of commercial and recreational vessels. Today, the Harbour
is well used by a variety of vessels, and in the summer has reached full capacity, with growing
demand in the shoulder seasons. This trend has prompted the Ford Cove Harbour Authority (FCHA)
to contemplate redevelopment of the harbour to accommodate growing demand.
To support this re-development, FCHA has engaged stakeholders, completed a strategic plan, and in
early 2015 commissioned KLA Engineering to prepare a needs assessment and re-development
plan for the Harbour. This document is enclosed along with the application.
2|Page
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The resulting plan calls for a multi-year approach to development that would create better wave
protection; almost double the moorage capacity at the harbour; upgrade the off-loading wharf,
improve navigational aids; create better Harbour facilities such as improved washrooms, office,
showers and other sanitary facilities. The total tag price, which FCHA hopes to achieve within 10
years, is estimated at $3.3 million.
To begin this process, this application seeks to secure funding to complete Phase I of the redevelopment. In this Phase, the highest priority is to replace a derelict breakwater to ensure safety
and wave protection, and to increase Floats and moorage area in order to address overcrowding at
the Harbour, and meet transient traffic demand.
The benefit of prioritizing this expansion is not only to create more space and create a safer
harbour, but also significantly improve Harbour revenues, which FCHA intends to leverage to
complete the full re-development in coming years.

Project Description and Activities
Describe what you intend to accomplish (objectives) and project tasks and activities.

The above picture shows the full extent of the re-development plan. For details of each phase and
components of the long range plan, please refer to the KLA Engineering report. In Phase I and with
this requested funding, FCHA aims to complete the following projects:
WAVE PROTECTION / FLOATING BREAKWATER UPGRADE
Cost: $530,000
The second breakwater sheltering the Harbour from damaging northern winds is fully in disrepair,
and needs to be replaced. When the engineer looked at the options, he recommended a third,
smaller catamaran to provide full protection for a fully developed Float network.
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In addition to wave protection, the new Breakwater will also serve the herring fisheries in the
winter, and accommodate larger yachts for transient use during the summer and shoulder seasons.
The first breakwater is already heavily used, and includes a pic-nic table used by recreational
groups and anglers.
NEW BERTH INFRASTRUCTURE
Cost: $471,075
The second capital project is to invest in new berth and moorage infrastructure targeted at
servicing transient demand. This consists of extending Float A and Float B, which would add 272m2
of decking (see representation in red on picture above).
This extension will contribute greatly to reduce overcrowding, and capture demand in July and
August, but increasingly in May, June, and September as well. It may also open new markets , such
as having the capacity to host Yacht clubs which currently can not be accommodated. As described
further down in the market assessment section, the FCHA is confident that the new floats will see
100% occupancy within three years for July and August, and a high rate of occupancy in the
shoulder months.
FUTURE PHASES
The future phases of the re-development plan includes investment in the on-shore facilities of the
Harbour, including replacement of the wooden access structure (shelf-life left of about 5-15 years),
improvement of the off-loading wharf, moving of the office and new washroom/office facilities, and
improve water, hydro, and sanitary systems. However, while it would be fantastic to do these
improvements right away, we believe that based on funding opportunities available, addressing
safety and overcrowding is the highest level priority. Currently, these other infrastructures do exist;
do not pause any health or safety concern, and can be adequate for the next few years.

3. INVESTMENT/SECTOR AREA
Please specify which area of investment/sector you are applying under.

Forestry

Small Business

X

Transportation

Economic Development

x

Tourism

Energy

Mining

Agriculture (including aquaculture)

4. PROJECT TIMELINES
Estimated Project Start Date: 2016 Fiscal Year
Estimated Project Completion Date: 2016 Fiscal year
4|Page
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5. PROJECT BENEFITS
Detail all incremental economic benefits to the community and/or region.

The project will have a range of immediate benefits and long-term outcomes to multiple
stakeholders. The main economic benefit will be to invest in infrastructure that meets growing
recreational and commercial demand for moorage on Hornby Island: this project is not a case of a
“build it and they will come”, but rather of : “they are here and we need better facilities and more
space!”.
Specific immediate benefits and long-term outcomes for stakeholder groups are detailed as per the
following table:
Stakeholder Groups
1. Transient
Recreational Boaters

2. Resident Recreational
and Fishing Boaters
3. Commercial Fishing
Vessels

4. Public Service
Organizations (RCMP,
DFO, Coast Guard,
etc…)

5. Hornby Island
Residents

Immediate Benefits
 Increased access and
moorage
 More space for day-use
 Updated infrastructure
 Less overcrowding and
more space









6. Hornby Island Marine-Based
Businesses
7. Hornby Island – Other
Businesses




8. Ford Cove Harbour
Authority






More usable working
area during commercial
operations
Less overcrowding
Less overcrowding
Better, updated
infrastructure
Overall safer, more
accessible working area
in case of emergencies
More captured
transient traffic
Spin-off spending on
the island
Better marine
transportation
infrastructure
Less overcrowding
More usable working
areas
Increased traffic could
lead to new service
business opportunities
Less overcrowding
Ability to better meet
increasing demand

Long Term Outcomes
 Comfortable, overnigthing facilities, and
fewer boats turned
away
 Less competition for
space and updated
facilities
 Roomier working area
(breakwater), updated
facilities, and
welcoming marina
 Updated facilities, more
space for emergencies
and regular use









More overnight visitors
and related increased
economic benefits
Excellent marine
infrastructure to
complement the ferry
system.
Better facilities to base
marine businesses
around
Infrastructure that
improves marine and
air (floatplane) access
to Hornby Island
Revenue gained from
extra moorage space
makes a substantial
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9. Conservation,
Educational, and NonProfit Groups





10. Comox Valley Area




11. Vancouver Island /
Salish Sea Area



12. BC/Canada



13.

Improvement to
revenues



Breakwater is used by
sailing club and other
groups – less
overcrowding
Replacement of
Styrofoam = better
environmental quality



Comox Yacht Club and
others…more capacity
to receive large groups
Infrastructure that
helps meet projected
traffic increases and
improves commercial
infrastructure.
Better infrastructure
for commercial fishing
operators, and for
multi-nights transient
stays.



Quality marine
infrastructure to meet
commercial and
recreational demand



contribution to
financial sustainability.
More adequate facilities
to meet increasing
demand.
Better day-use area,
and more room to run
programs and ensure
safety.
More environmentallyfriendly materials and
less in-harbour
pollution.
Better facilities on
Hornby for boaters
from Comox Valley, and
overall improvement of
regional infrastructure
to service growing
demand



Better facilities on
Hornby for users in the
Salish Sea area, and
overall improvement of
provincial marine
infrastructure to meet
growing use and
demand.



Better marina facilities
on the West Coast to
meet growing use and
demand.

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION AND SUPPORT

Provide a brief summary of any consultation processes undertaken and community/regional support and
partnerships.

The Ford Cove Harbour is the only public marine infrastructure on Hornby Island, other than the BC
Ferries terminal, which does not accommodate other public uses. On a year-round basis, the
Harbour serves as a hub for water taxi services to and from the community; commercial and private
fishing vessels; recreational vessels; marine-based businesses such as a scuba diving outfit and a
kayak rental company; community organizations such as the sailing club; emergency and
government service access for the organizations such as the RCMP, DFO, and Coast Guard; and
moorage for transient, tourism-oriented traffic. In 2012 the Harbour was also the temporary port of
call for BC Ferries regular community transportation while major repairs upgrades to terminals
were completed.
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In late 2014 and 2015, request for letters of support of the Harbour expansion generated 17
positive responses in the community, ranging in support from the Hornby Island Ratepayers
Association, an elected body which represents all homeowners and residents of Hornby Island; to
the Hornby Island Community Economic Enhancement Corporation; to tourism operators and
accommodation providers; and to private individuals and users. To date, most of the community is
aware of the need to improve the Harbour and reduce over-crowding, while making FCHA more
financially sustainable. No negative responses or comments about the project has been received to
date. Example of letters of support received are included in Appendix I.
Outside the island, the Department of Fisheries and Small Crafts Harbour has been involved in
advising on this proposed development, and is supportive and planning to pay for breakwater
replacement. Lastly, and perhaps more importantly, discussions with transient users has
consistently confirmed support for the Harbour expansion, with many transient users being turned
away in the summer, and those securing moorage recognizing a crowded situation.
Building on this support and interest, during the Stage II process, FCHA will put on a public
information session where project specifics will be presented to the community and feedback
received.

14.

ORGANIZATION CAPACITY

Provide a brief summary of how the project will be managed, your experience with similar projects and your
financial capacity to manage cashflow requirements.

The Ford Cove Harbour Authority is a well-run, stable, and broad-based organization. With a board
of 10 individuals representing a broad cross-section of the community, FCHA has developed a longterm development strategy that aims to balance user interests; provide excellent infrastructure and
services; and ensure long-term financial sustainability of the harbour.
Since 2008, the organization has been involved in major and minor upgrade projects, including
development of a major expansion of the causeway and rocky breakwater ($800,000), and in 2014
with an electrical services upgrade ($80,000).

15.

PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY

Describe succinctly how the facility or project will be sustainable in the long term.

The expansion of the Ford Cove Harbour will have a transformative impact on the viability and
sustainability of the Harbour facilities. By almost doubling its moorage capacity, and with
operational costs remaining generally the same following completion of the expansion, new
moorage revenue will go for the most part straight to the bottom line. The additional revenues will
allow FCHA to build a meaningful fund for future repairs and capital investments, so as to achieve
the vision contained in the long term development plan.
15.1 Current Revenue Structure
The Harbour Authority currently derives the bulk of its revenue from long-term and transient
moorage. The rates below apply for 2015/2016:
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Long term : $4.30/ foot per month
Transient : $0.90/ foot per day
Currently, the policy of the Harbour is to give priority for long term moorage to Hornby Island
residents. While there is demand from non-residents to obtain long-term moorage, the Harbour
generally limits this demand in favour of resident moorage and transient moorage. The following
table shows projected revenue distribution for the period 2014/2015:

Ford Cove Harbour Authority: Projected Revenue 2014/2015 (unaudited)
Type

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Transient

$ 3,711.47

$ 15,789.42

$

Hydro

$ 2,557.31

$ 1,988.11

$ 2,357.50

$ 1,950.71

$

Long Term

$20,474.33

$ 11,167.91

$12,537.06

$ 8,891.42

$ 53,070.72

CFV

$

666.76

$

586.30

$

$

644.08

$

2,797.51

Bow tie-up

$

238.10

$

340.01

-

$

578.11

Garbage Fees

$

30.00

$

30.00

30.00

$

120.00

$

1,750.00

Grants

$

-

49.05

900.37
$

$

$ 1,750.00

30.00

$

$

TOTAL

179.43

$
$

-

$ 19,729.37
8,853.63

Lease

$

484.10

$

322.97

$

887.11

$

136.00

$

1,830.18

Rent

$

330.00

$

330.00

$

330.00

$

330.00

$

1,320.00

Total

$ 28,492

$ 32,305

$ 17,091

$ 12,162

$ 90,050

Of this revenue, the Harbour Authority is able to put aside about $30,000-45,000 per year, on
average, which has been earmarked for capital projects such as our contribution to this expansion.
15.2 Future Income Projections
As per the proposed expansion of Float A and B, and Breakwater, we forecast a significant increase
in yearly revenue, especially since the expansion targets transient demand, which brings higher
income. The following table summarizes forecasted occupancy rate of new moorage space for the
next 3 years:
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Occupancy Rate
of New Moorage
Space
2016/2017
2017/2018
2018/2019

May

June

July

August

September

15%
20%
20%

15%
20%
25%

80%
90%
100%

80%
90%
100%

15%
20%
25%

Based on the assumptions above, and breaking down the revenue for each float and breakwater, we
forecast that in Year 1 revenue from the new moorage space will bring in about additional $58,000,
and over three years should grow beyond $70,000 per year.

Projected New Moorage Revenue
from Expansion, 2016-2019
80,000
70,000
60,000

Breakwater

50,000

B Float

40,000

A Float

30,000
20,000
10,000
0
2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

As Ford Cove Harbour currently brings in $90,000 in yearly revenue, these additional revenue
streams from the expansion will go a long way to support FCHA’s vision of a world class, financially
self-sustaining harbour facility that is appropriately sized for the needs of both Hornby residents,
commercial operators, and transient boaters.

16.

MARKET ASSESSMENT AND COMPETITIVE IMPACT

Describe the market the project is seeking to serve and identify any issues related to competition with other
organizations or businesses or impacts on adjacent communities or region.

16.1 Primary and Secondary Markets
The primary market the expansion will service is transient recreational boating demand, including
touring boats and recreational anglers. The secondary market this project will serve, by virtue of
creating more space and less cluttering at the Harbour, includes long term moorage, commercial
fisheries, and business and government-type users.
Since the upgrade of 2008, there has been a steady increase of use and occupancy at Ford Cove as
its reputation as a desirable moorage location for boaters grows. Transient moorage includes traffic
from the East side of Vancouver Island and the Sunshine Coast, but also increasingly visitors from
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Vancouver, Victoria, and the United States. Hornby Island is also a natural stop-over point for traffic
heading north towards Desolation Sound, the Central Coast, and Alaska. Equally, the waters south of
Hornby Island are very popular with anglers, and the Harbour increasingly serves as a day-use /
over-night facility for this category of boaters. In terms of total use trend, the figure below shows
the growth in vessel moorage over the past 3 years for each month, representing an increase year
over year of 10% in 2013/2014, and 7% in 2014/2015, with limited increase in the peak months as
the Harbour has reached capacity for those months.

Ford Cove Harbour: Vessel Count / Month, 2012-2015

150
2012/2013
100

2013/2014

50

2014/2015

Mar

2012/2013
Feb

Jan
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Apr
May
Jun
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov

0

16.2 Economic Impact and Local Multiplier
Transient overnight traffic is very important to the Harbour and to Hornby Island, with an
estimated daily revenue per average 35 foot boat of 30$/day in mooring fees. In terms of economic
multiplier, we estimate that each overnight boat, with an average of 2 people per boat, spends
conservatively $80 per day on the island (including marine services, dining, event attendance, and
gifts and other purchases), resulting in an estimated total $110 contribution to the local economy
per boat, per day. On a yearly basis, and based on the occupancy projections from the prior section,
the proposed expansion would generate an additional $200,000 - $400,000 per year to the local
economy, in addition to the Ford Cove Harbour moorage fees.
Within this figure, it is important to note that currently much of the transient traffic is “captive” at
Ford Cove, in the sense that transient boaters may not have a vehicle to visit the rest of the island.
The Ford Cove Harbour Authority is in discussion with other organizations about future potential
for a bus service or other means to move people around the island. We believe that the Harbour
expansion would generate plenty of demand to make such a service viable during peak months, and
therefore the local economic multiplier might increase as transient visitors can access more of the
island’s amenities and offerings. In the past years for example, some yacht clubs rented a bus on the
island to do wine and art tours, and we estimate that the average spending per person on such trips
increased to about $150/person per day.
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16.3 Competitive Impact
Currently, the FCHA facilities are very much at capacity, and assumptions and projections for extra
demand capture are included in the Project Sustainability section. In the peak months of 2014, an
estimate of at least 100 boats had to be turned away from the Harbour due to lack of space. We note
that word spreads quickly via VHF about the facilities reaching capacity, so it is unknown how
many additional boats may have wanted to use the Harbour but changed their travel plans and did
not bother checking in with us. Locally, the Deep Bay Harbour and Comox Harbour tend to be at full
capacity at the same time as Ford Cove’s so leakage is rare. Rather, we find that many boats simply
may not come to the area at all, or find overnight alternatives such as anchoring in Tribune Bay or
other sheltered waters. For example, on July 26th, 2014, 76 vessels could be observed anchored in
Tribune Bay.1 We believe that at least one third of those vessels may have preferred to stay at Ford
Cove had that option been available. In short, with projections by the BC Boating Association of
increasing traffic by 10-15% in the next 10 years, we believe that expansion of the Ford Cove
Harbour simply fits within a larger regional need to meet increasing demand and ensure the
appropriate infrastructure exists to meet it. On Hornby Island, this reality already exists today.

17.

FUNDING AND BUDGET

Please download and complete the Funding and Budget Excel workbook.

Please see attached funding and budget form. For more detailed long-range development plan costs,
please refer to KLA Engineering cost forecast on page 28 of the report.

AUTHORIZATION
I/we certify that the information provided in this Application Form is to the best of my/our
knowledge, complete, true and accurate and the proposal including plans and budgets is fairly
presented.
I/we authorize the Island Coastal Economic Trust to make any enquiries of persons, firms,
corporations, federal and provincial government agencies/departments and non-profit
organizations operating in our organization’s field of activities, to collect and share information
with them, as Island Coastal Economic Trust deems necessary, in order to reach a decision on
this application, to administer and monitor the implementation of the project and to evaluate
results after project completion.
I/we agree that the information provided in this application form will be shared with the
appropriate Regional Advisory Committee and Island Coastal Economic Trust staff and
consultants.
I understand that the information in this application may be accessible under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOI).
I/we also understand that all Trust correspondence, relative to our Application, must be kept
confidential and that any breach whatsoever of confidentiality will immediately result in the
annulment of the Application.

1

As observed and reported by Daniel Arbour, resident along Tribune Bay.
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Appendix I - Example of Letters of Support
In the Fall of 2014, Ford Cove Harbour Authority reached out to a few stakeholders in support of
the harbour expansion as a concept. The following 18 letters were received:
Ford Cove Harbor Authority
Attn: Planning consultants
Jean Miserendino
October 21st 2014
Thank you for the notification of intention to do some long term planning to improve the access and
egress to Ford Cove Harbour and to increase the moorage options
We started mooring at Ford Cove in 2014. We currently have a sailboat moored there on an annual
term.
I was very impressed with the current Harbour Manager, Jean Miserendino. He did a stellar job of
juggling boats and assisting boat owners to free their crafts from in a much clogged marina.
Congratulations on a superb effort. It is very clear to us the marina is not near capable of handling the
number of boats that are in need of moorage. The local boat population is growing yearly. The visiting
craft numbers are also increasing annually.
Frances and I wholeheartedly support the Ford Cove Harbour Authority in their efforts to secure funding
to:
1. Replace the old floating breakwater
2. Extending Finger A and B approximately 60 feet
The Hornby Island economy is very dependent on the pleasure craft visitors. It is also very important
that the pleasure craft can moor without compromising the local commercial boats, whose moorage
fees are critical to the support of the marina in the “off-season”.
Thank you
Garth & Frances Millan
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October 30, 2014

John Struthers

<mr.struthers@gmail.com>

10/18/14

We are writing in support for further improvements to the floating breakwater, wharf and dock space at the ford
cove Harbour facility. We would like to encourage expansion and upgrading of the Harbour facilities, as it is
becoming a necessity, due to a significant increase of the use of the facilities in recent years. This would
resolve congestion at the dock during boating season and will enable part time residents and summer vistors to
moor their vessels at our harbour. The increased boat traffic will enhance the economic health of our small
island. The summer influx of visitors and their subsequent purchases are one of the main economic drivers in
this community.
Thanks,
John Struthers

LeFevre

<lefevre@lefevregroup.com>

10/28/14

Dear Jean,
This is my letter of support for improvement and expansion of dock facilities.
The need exists as per summer and spring statistics and any improvement will further add to the
economic wellbeing of the island.
Yours,
Chris

Chris Le Fevre
Le Fevre & Company Property Agents Ltd.
530 Herald Street
Victoria BC V8W 1S6
(250) 380.4900 Office
(250) 386.8608 Fax
lefevre@lefevregroup.com
http://www.lefevregroup.com
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henry mukai

<henry_mukai@telus.net>

10/20/14

To Whom it May Concern:
I would strongly support this expansion plan. It will improve safety at our dock. At present, small boats
could be rafted 3 or 4 abreast. In recent years,
I found it really difficult/treacherous to have to clamber
over several other boats to get to my own. This was specially true early in the morning carrying fishing
gear. All boats but the outside one have to untie and retie others when they want to leave the dock,
which creates a hazard. I'm a senior, and the danger of falling in is greater for me. At that time in the
morning there's no one around to help me. Another issue is the problem of refuelling, esp. when you're
the outside boat. Carrying a full gas tank over 3 boats is difficult and dangerous. ( There's no boat
gas/refuelling at Ford's Cove.) Many users of the Ford's Cove Marina are seniors like me, most people on
Hornby being 55 yrs. of age and older. Boating safety requires one to be on the float when refuelling, but
at present this is impossible for middle and 3rd /4th boat out.
I would wholeheartedly support this proposal.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours truly,
Henry ( Hank) Mukai

To Whom It May Concern:
I have been a year round visitor and summer resident on Hornby Island for the past 25 years.
Much of my time spent on Hornby over the years has been as a recreational boater and sports
fisherman.
I understand that consideration is being given to extending the docks in the Ford Cove Marina to
accommodate additional boats, and that in addition consideration is being given to improving the tie up
facilities along the breakwater.
I am writing to express my full support to these proposed improvements. I am aware that boats are
routinely turned away from the marina due to a shortage of space, and I have personally experienced a
lack of dock space when attempting to use the marina facilities.
Improvements to and expansion of the docking facilities at Ford Cove would provide a number of
benefits, including enhancing the recreational experience of both summer visitors and residents,
support to the local economy, and increased boater safety.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Yours truly,
Larry Pond
(250) 927-2665
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To whom it may concern,
I have been a long term resident of Hornby Island since 1970. Over that time I have been a user of the
Marina at Ford Cove on an irregular basis and since 2008 on a regular basis during the summer months
from May to the end of September. I would use it at other times of the year but I find it is often as
crowded and congested as during the summer especially on weekends and holidays. I have seen
improvements in the main breakwater and parking facilities at the Marina in recent years which the
current harbour manager has greatly improved through organization and efficient operation of the
mooring facility. However with the extreme popularity of the Island as a vacation destination and the
overwhelming number of vessels that are using or attempting to use the facility, a radical upgrade and
increase in harbour moorage components is now evident. Any improvements such as expansion or
upgrading to water transportation and docking facilities for Hornby may also help to lessen the
economic impact of recent Ferry changes that have seen an overall decrease in non‐boating traffic to
the Island. I would like to support any current efforts to improve the floating breakwater, wharf and
dock space to handle the increasing number of boats that are using the current configuration of mooring
space at the Ford Cove Harbour facility on Hornby Island. It may also improve the situation where there
is increasing evidence to show that boats are being regularly turned away due to congestion and lack of
moorage space with resulting financial loss to Island businesses already reeling under current ferry
conditions . I would look forward to careful consideration being given along with positive action to
correct this overcrowding situation at Ford Cove in the imminent future. Yours sincerely
Thomas L. Lownie Hornby Resident and avid Ford Cove boater

Hi,
I am writing in support for further improvements to the floating
breakwater, wharf and dock space at the Ford Cove Harbour facility. I
would like to encourage expansion and upgrading of the Harbour facilities,
as it is becoming a necessity, due to a significant increase of the use of
the facilities in recent years. This would resolve congestion at the dock
during boating season and will enable part time residents and summer
visitors to moor their vessels at our harbour. The increased boat traffic
will enhance the economic health of Hornby. The summer influx of
visitors and their subsequent purchases are one of the main economic
drivers in this community.
Thanks
Robert Dunbrack
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October 17, 2014
Ford's Cove Harbour Authority
10800a Central Road
Hornby Island, BC V0R 1Z0
I are writing in support for further improvements to the floating breakwater, wharf and dock space at
the Ford Cove Harbour Facility. I would like to encourage expansion and upgrading, as it is now
becoming a necessity, due to a significant increase of the use of the facilities in recent years and for the
safety of operations brought on by this increased use. This would not only resolve congestion at the
dock during boating season
but also will prevent any potentially serious mishaps, that fortunately were avoided in this past year . It
will also enable all, summer visitors, part time, and full time residents to moor their vessels at our own
harbour. The increased boat traffic is enhancing the economic health of our small island with the influx
of visitors and their subsequent purchases . Continuous compression , and large numbers of rafting
groups will eventually discourage the use of the facilities by those that the island hopes to attract. On a
personal level, this writer, who has used Fords Cove over a period of more than 35 years, has already
moved his craft to another facility for most of the year despite the most recent upgrades- and this is
primarily on the basis of available space.

Sincerely
R Gee
Pleasure Craft Gone Bananas
Euston Road
Hornby Island B.C.
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Carbrea Vineyard & Winery
1885 Central Road
Hornby Island, BC
V0R 1Z0
October 25, 2014-10-25
To whom it may concern,
I write to express my support of an expansion to the Ford Cove Marina. As a long term resident of
Hornby Island and a boat owner using the dock on a year round basis for over 20 years, expansion and
upgrades are necessary. Boat traffic has increased on Hornby and the congestion in the summer months
poses problems in accessibility and safety.
Also of note, the island benefits economically from boaters and boating traffic. As the ferry fares
increase, boating to Hornby Island is a viable option. Any way to facilitate and encourage this mode of
transport is pertinent.
Sincerely,

Stephen Bishop

To Whom It May ConcernOctober 19, 2014
Re Ford Cove Harbour Planning
I have had the pleasure of visiting Hornby Island many summers over the past 20
years. One of my favourite past-times has been fishing with my friend who moors his
boat in Ford Cove each summer. This past summer the boat slips have been extremely
crowded, to the extent that many patrons have been double or even triple parked. This
makes both securing the vessel and also leaving the harbour a very tricky and timeconsuming activity. The manager, Jean Miserendino, has done a superb job in trying
to accommodate all of these challenges, even relocating boats as necessary.
I can appreciate the concern of local citizens, many of whom only have a very limited
seasonal income on the island during the summer months. To have to turn away
potential business for lack of docking space must be extremely frustrating. Hornby
Island residents deserve better.
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Hopefully careful consideration will be given to these immediate needs and
appropriate action taken to rectify the over-crowded docking situation at Ford Cove.
Doug Boulter
257 Bath Road, Unit 505
Kingston, Ontario
K7M 7T3

To: Ford Cove Harbour Authority
Hornby Island BC
From: Mark Turk
General Delivery
Hornby Island, BC
V0R 1Z0
Re: Potential Moorage Upgrade
To whom it may concern,
News of additional length to the two existing moorage fingers at the Ford Cove marina is welcome news.
Being a Hornby resident and boat owner, and having been a boat owner for years, the summer traffic
has increased over the years, until the wharfs are full to the point of dangerous rafting practicing.
Having vessels rafted three deep during peak times is hazardous during embarking and disembarking,
and transiting other boats places all vessel owners in a position of liability. As well, the strains on
moorage points on the vessels are not designed to carry the loads of two rafted additional vessels.
The addition moorage space will diminish to some point the overloading of dock moorage spaces will
make us all sleep better at night.
FCHA is applauded for working towards upgrading our moorage facilities.
Best regards,
M. E. Turk
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STAFF REPORT
For
Meeting of:

File No.: HO-6500-20-(RAR)

August 31, 2015
To: Hornby Island Local Trust Committee
From: Rob Milne, RPP, M.C.I.P.
Island Planner
Local Planning Services
Re: Riparian Areas Regulation Implementation

Problem/Issue:
Review of Bylaw Nos. 151 and 152 for compliance with the Island Trust Policy Statement.
Background:
At its August 14, 2015 regular meeting the Local Trust Committee (LTC) passed resolutions to
give third reading to Bylaw Nos. 151 and 152 which had been prepared to implement the
Provincial Riparian Areas Regulation. Subseqent to those resolutions the LTC passed the
following resolutions:
HO-2015-063
that the Hornby Island Local Trust Committee submit Bylaw No. 151 cited
as “Hornby Island Official Community Plan Bylaw 149, 2014, Amendment
No. 1, 2015” to the Executive Committee and Minister of Community,
Sport and Cultural Development for approval.
HO-2015-064
that the Hornby Island Local Trust Committee submit Bylaw No. 152 cited
as “Hornby Island Land Use Bylaw 150, 2014, Amendment No. 1, 2015”
to the Executive Committee for approval.
Staff is currently preparing the submission package to send the two bylaws to the Exectuive
Committee for consideration at their October 6, 2015 meeting. A review of the file history
reveals that the LTC has not passed resolutions confirming that the two bylaws are in
compliance with the Islands Trust Policy Statement, largely due to the fact that first reading was
done by a Resolution Without Meeting (RWM).
STAFF COMMENTS:
Confirmation that a LTC has given thoughtful consideration to the matter of the compliance of its
proposed bylaws with the Island Trust Policy Statement is a necessary step for the ultimate
adoption of a bylaw by the LTC. Copies of the Directives Only Policies checklists for Bylaw
Nos. 151 and 152 are attached for the review and consideration of the LTC.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is the recommendation of staff that the Hornby Island Local Trust Committee:
1. Review the Directives Only Policies and confirm by resolution that Bylaw No. 151 is
not contrary to or at variance with the Islands Trust Policy Statement.
2. Review the Directives Only Policies and confirm by resolution that Bylaw No. 152 is
not contrary to or at variance with the Islands Trust Policy Statement.
Prepared and Submitted by:

Rob Milne

August 27, 2015
Date

Attachments:
1. Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist for Bylaw No. 151
2. Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist for Bylaw No. 152
3. Proposed Bylaw No. 151 (OCP)
4. Proposed Bylaw No. 152 (LUB)
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Islands Trust Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist – May 17, 2005

1

POLICY STATEMENT DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
Bylaw and File No:

HO BL 151

PURPOSE
To provide staff with the Directives Only Checklist to highlight issues addressed in staff reports and as a means to ensure Local Trust Committee
address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island Municipalities address certain matters in their official
community plans and to reference any relevant sections of the Policy Statement.

POLICY STATEMENT
The Policy Statement is comprised of several parts. Parts I and II outline the purpose, the Islands Trust object, and Council’s guiding
principles. Parts III, IV and V contain the goals and policies relevant to ecosystem preservation and protection, stewardship of resources
and sustainable communities.
There are three different kinds of policies within the Policy Statement as follows:

Commitments of Trust Council which are statements about Council’s position or philosophy on various matters;

Recommendations of Council to other government agencies, non-government organizations, property owners, residents and
visitors; and

Directive Policies which direct Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities to address certain matters.

DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
The Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist is based on the directive policies from the Policy Statement (Consolidated April 2003)
which require Local Trust Committees to address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island
Municipalities to address certain a matters in their official community plans in a way that implements the policy of Trust Council.
Staff will use the Policy Statement Checklist (Directives Only) to review Local Trust Committee and Island Municipality bylaw amendment
applications and proposals to ensure consistency with the Policy Statement. Staff will add the appropriate symbol to the table as follows:

if the bylaw is consistent with the policy from the Policy Statement, or

if the bylaw is inconsistent (contrary or at variance) with a policy from the Policy Statement, or
N/A if the policy is not applicable.
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Islands Trust Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist May 17, 2005

Part III

Policies for Ecosystem Preservation and Protection

CONSISTENT

NO.
3.1



3.1.3

N/A

3.1.4

N/A

3.1.5

N/A

3.2

N/A

3.2.2

N/A

3.3



3.3.2

N/A

3.4

N/A

3.4.4

N/A

3.4.5

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and protection of the environmentally sensitive areas and significant natural sites, features and landforms in
their planning area.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning, establishment, and maintenance of a network of protected areas that preserve the representative ecosystems of
their planning area and maintain their ecological integrity.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
regulation of land use and development to restrict emissions to land, air and water to levels not harmful to humans or other
species.
Forest Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the protection of unfragmented forest ecosystems within their local planning areas from potentially adverse impacts of
growth, development, and land-use.
Freshwater and Wetland Ecosystems and Riparian Zones
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means to prevent further loss or degradation of freshwater bodies or watercourses, wetlands and riparian zones and to
protect aquatic wildlife.
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of sensitive coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning for and regulation of development in coastal regions to protect natural coastal processes.

PART IV: Policies for the Stewardship of Resources
CONSISTENT

N/A

NO.
4.1

N/A

4.1.4

N/A

4.1.5

N/A

4.1.6

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Agricultural Land
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and preservation of agricultural land for current and future use.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
preservation, protection, and encouragement of farming, the sustainability of farming, and the relationship of farming to
other land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
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CONSISTENT

NO.

N/A

4.1.7

N/A
N/A

4.1.8
4.1.9
4.2

N/A

4.2.6

N/A

4.2.7

N/A

4.2.8
4.3
4.4

N/A

4.4.2

N/A

4.4.3
4.5

N/A

4.5.8

N/A

4.5.9

N/A

4.5.10

N/A

4.5.11
4.6

3

use of adjacent properties to minimize any adverse affects on agricultural land.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
design of road systems and servicing corridors to avoid agricultural lands unless the need for roads outweighs agricultural
considerations, in which case appropriate mitigation measures shall be required to derive a net benefit to agriculture
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
land uses and activities that support the economic viability of farms without compromising the agriculture capability of
agricultural land.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
use of Crown lands for agricultural leases.
Forests
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
need to protect the ecological integrity on a scale of forest stands and landscapes.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
retention of large land holdings and parcel sizes for sustainable forestry use, and the location and construction of roads,
and utility and communication corridors to minimize the fragmentation of forests.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
designation of forest ecosystem reserves where no extraction will take place to ensure the preservation of native biological
diversity.
Wildlife and Vegetation
Freshwater Resources
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure neither the density nor intensity of land use is increased in areas which are known to have a problem
with the quality or quantity of the supply of freshwater, water quality is maintained, and existing, anticipated and seasonal
demands for water are considered and allowed for.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure water use is not to the detriment of in-stream uses
Coastal Areas and Marine Shorelands
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
needs and locations for marine dependent land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
compatibility of the location, size and nature of marinas with the ecosystems and character of their local planning areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
location of buildings and structures so as to protect public access to, from and along the marine shoreline and minimize
impacts on sensitive coastal environments.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
opportunities for the sharing of facilities such as docks, wharves, floats, jetties, boat houses, board walks and causeways.
Soils and Other Resources
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N/A

4.6.3

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of productive soils.

PART V: Policies for Sustainable Communities
CONSISTENT

N/A
N/A



N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.1
Aesthetic Qualities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the protection of views, scenic areas and distinctive features contributing to the overall visual quality and scenic value of
5.1 3
the Trust Area.
5.2
Growth and Development
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.3
policies related to the aesthetic, environmental and social impacts of development.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
any potential growth rate and strategies for growth management that ensure that land use is compatible with preservation
5.2.4
and protection of the environment, natural amenities, resources and community character.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means for achieving efficient use of the land base without exceeding any density limits defined in their official community
5.2.5
plans.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of areas hazardous to development, including areas subject to flooding, erosion or slope instability, and
5.2.6
strategies to direct development away from such hazards.
5.3
Transportation and Utilities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the development of a classification system of rural roadways, including scenic or heritage road designations, in
5.3.4
recognition of the object of the Islands Trust.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.5
the impacts of road location, design, construction and systems.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.6
the designation of areas for the landing of emergency helicopters.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the development of land use patterns that encourage establishment of bicycle paths and other local and inter-community
5.3.7
transportation systems that reduce dependency on private automobile use.
5.4
Disposal of Waste
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of acceptable locations for the disposal of solid waste.
5.4.4
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CONSISTENT

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

5

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.5
Recreation
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.3
the prohibition of destination gaming facilities such as casinos and commercial bingo halls.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the location and type of recreational facilities so as not to degrade environmentally sensitive areas, and the designation
5.5.4
of locations for marinas, boat launches, docks and anchorages so as not to degrade sensitive marine or coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of sites providing safe public access to beaches, the identification and designation of areas of
5.5.5
recreational significance, and the designation of locations for community and public boat launches, docks and
anchorages.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification and designation of areas for low impact recreational activities and discourage facilities and opportunities
5.5.6
for high impact recreational activities.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.7
the planning for bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian trail systems.
5.6
Cultural and Natural Heritage
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.2
the identification, protection, preservation and enhancement of local heritage.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.3
the preservation and protection of the heritage value and character of historic coastal settlement patterns and remains.
5.7
Economic Opportunities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.7.2
economic opportunities that are compatible with conservation of resources and protection of community character.
5.8
Health and Well-being
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
their community’s current and projected housing requirements and the long-term needs for educational, institutional,
5.8.6
community and health-related facilities and services, as well as the cultural and recreational facilities and services.
POLICY STATEMENT COMPLIANCE



COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY
NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY for the following reasons:
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1

POLICY STATEMENT DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
Bylaw and File No:

HO BL 152

PURPOSE
To provide staff with the Directives Only Checklist to highlight issues addressed in staff reports and as a means to ensure Local Trust Committee
address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island Municipalities address certain matters in their official
community plans and to reference any relevant sections of the Policy Statement.

POLICY STATEMENT
The Policy Statement is comprised of several parts. Parts I and II outline the purpose, the Islands Trust object, and Council’s guiding
principles. Parts III, IV and V contain the goals and policies relevant to ecosystem preservation and protection, stewardship of resources
and sustainable communities.
There are three different kinds of policies within the Policy Statement as follows:

Commitments of Trust Council which are statements about Council’s position or philosophy on various matters;

Recommendations of Council to other government agencies, non-government organizations, property owners, residents and
visitors; and

Directive Policies which direct Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities to address certain matters.

DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
The Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist is based on the directive policies from the Policy Statement (Consolidated April 2003)
which require Local Trust Committees to address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island
Municipalities to address certain a matters in their official community plans in a way that implements the policy of Trust Council.
Staff will use the Policy Statement Checklist (Directives Only) to review Local Trust Committee and Island Municipality bylaw amendment
applications and proposals to ensure consistency with the Policy Statement. Staff will add the appropriate symbol to the table as follows:

if the bylaw is consistent with the policy from the Policy Statement, or

if the bylaw is inconsistent (contrary or at variance) with a policy from the Policy Statement, or
N/A if the policy is not applicable.
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Part III

Policies for Ecosystem Preservation and Protection

CONSISTENT

NO.
3.1



3.1.3

N/A

3.1.4

N/A

3.1.5

N/A

3.2

N/A

3.2.2

N/A

3.3



3.3.2

N/A

3.4

N/A

3.4.4

N/A

3.4.5

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and protection of the environmentally sensitive areas and significant natural sites, features and landforms in
their planning area.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning, establishment, and maintenance of a network of protected areas that preserve the representative ecosystems of
their planning area and maintain their ecological integrity.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
regulation of land use and development to restrict emissions to land, air and water to levels not harmful to humans or other
species.
Forest Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the protection of unfragmented forest ecosystems within their local planning areas from potentially adverse impacts of
growth, development, and land-use.
Freshwater and Wetland Ecosystems and Riparian Zones
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means to prevent further loss or degradation of freshwater bodies or watercourses, wetlands and riparian zones and to
protect aquatic wildlife.
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of sensitive coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning for and regulation of development in coastal regions to protect natural coastal processes.

PART IV: Policies for the Stewardship of Resources
CONSISTENT

N/A

NO.
4.1

N/A

4.1.4

N/A

4.1.5

N/A

4.1.6

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Agricultural Land
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and preservation of agricultural land for current and future use.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
preservation, protection, and encouragement of farming, the sustainability of farming, and the relationship of farming to
other land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
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CONSISTENT

NO.

N/A

4.1.7

N/A
N/A

4.1.8
4.1.9
4.2

N/A

4.2.6

N/A

4.2.7

N/A

4.2.8
4.3
4.4

N/A

4.4.2

N/A

4.4.3
4.5

N/A

4.5.8

N/A

4.5.9

N/A

4.5.10

N/A

4.5.11
4.6

3

use of adjacent properties to minimize any adverse affects on agricultural land.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
design of road systems and servicing corridors to avoid agricultural lands unless the need for roads outweighs agricultural
considerations, in which case appropriate mitigation measures shall be required to derive a net benefit to agriculture
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
land uses and activities that support the economic viability of farms without compromising the agriculture capability of
agricultural land.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
use of Crown lands for agricultural leases.
Forests
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
need to protect the ecological integrity on a scale of forest stands and landscapes.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
retention of large land holdings and parcel sizes for sustainable forestry use, and the location and construction of roads,
and utility and communication corridors to minimize the fragmentation of forests.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
designation of forest ecosystem reserves where no extraction will take place to ensure the preservation of native biological
diversity.
Wildlife and Vegetation
Freshwater Resources
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure neither the density nor intensity of land use is increased in areas which are known to have a problem
with the quality or quantity of the supply of freshwater, water quality is maintained, and existing, anticipated and seasonal
demands for water are considered and allowed for.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure water use is not to the detriment of in-stream uses
Coastal Areas and Marine Shorelands
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
needs and locations for marine dependent land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
compatibility of the location, size and nature of marinas with the ecosystems and character of their local planning areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
location of buildings and structures so as to protect public access to, from and along the marine shoreline and minimize
impacts on sensitive coastal environments.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
opportunities for the sharing of facilities such as docks, wharves, floats, jetties, boat houses, board walks and causeways.
Soils and Other Resources
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N/A

4.6.3

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of productive soils.

PART V: Policies for Sustainable Communities
CONSISTENT

N/A
N/A



N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.1
Aesthetic Qualities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the protection of views, scenic areas and distinctive features contributing to the overall visual quality and scenic value of
5.1 3
the Trust Area.
5.2
Growth and Development
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.3
policies related to the aesthetic, environmental and social impacts of development.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
any potential growth rate and strategies for growth management that ensure that land use is compatible with preservation
5.2.4
and protection of the environment, natural amenities, resources and community character.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means for achieving efficient use of the land base without exceeding any density limits defined in their official community
5.2.5
plans.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of areas hazardous to development, including areas subject to flooding, erosion or slope instability, and
5.2.6
strategies to direct development away from such hazards.
5.3
Transportation and Utilities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the development of a classification system of rural roadways, including scenic or heritage road designations, in
5.3.4
recognition of the object of the Islands Trust.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.5
the impacts of road location, design, construction and systems.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.6
the designation of areas for the landing of emergency helicopters.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the development of land use patterns that encourage establishment of bicycle paths and other local and inter-community
5.3.7
transportation systems that reduce dependency on private automobile use.
5.4
Disposal of Waste
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of acceptable locations for the disposal of solid waste.
5.4.4
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CONSISTENT

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

5

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.5
Recreation
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.3
the prohibition of destination gaming facilities such as casinos and commercial bingo halls.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the location and type of recreational facilities so as not to degrade environmentally sensitive areas, and the designation
5.5.4
of locations for marinas, boat launches, docks and anchorages so as not to degrade sensitive marine or coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of sites providing safe public access to beaches, the identification and designation of areas of
5.5.5
recreational significance, and the designation of locations for community and public boat launches, docks and
anchorages.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification and designation of areas for low impact recreational activities and discourage facilities and opportunities
5.5.6
for high impact recreational activities.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.7
the planning for bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian trail systems.
5.6
Cultural and Natural Heritage
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.2
the identification, protection, preservation and enhancement of local heritage.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.3
the preservation and protection of the heritage value and character of historic coastal settlement patterns and remains.
5.7
Economic Opportunities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.7.2
economic opportunities that are compatible with conservation of resources and protection of community character.
5.8
Health and Well-being
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
their community’s current and projected housing requirements and the long-term needs for educational, institutional,
5.8.6
community and health-related facilities and services, as well as the cultural and recreational facilities and services.
POLICY STATEMENT COMPLIANCE



COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY
NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY for the following reasons:
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PROPOSED
Hornby Island Local Trust Committee
BYLAW NO. 151
************************************************************************************************************************
A BYLAW TO AMEND THE HORNBY ISLAND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN, NO. 149
************************************************************************************************************************

The Hornby Island Local Trust Committee, being the Trust Committee having jurisdiction in respect of the
Hornby Island Local Trust Area under the Islands Trust Act, enacts as follows:
1. Bylaw No 149, cited as ”Hornby Island Official Community Plan (Hornby Island) Bylaw No. 149, 2014”
is amended as shown on Schedule 1, attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
2. This bylaw may be cited as “Hornby Island Official Community Plan (Hornby Island) Bylaw 149, 2014,
Amendment No. 1, 2015”

READ A FIRST TIME THIS
READ A SECOND TIME THIS

TH

5

TH

17

DAY OF

MAY

, 2015

DAY OF

JULY

, 2015

READ A THIRD TIME THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

PUBLIC HEARING HELD THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ISLANDS TRUST
THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

APPROVED BY THE MINISTER OF COMMUNITY, SPORT AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

ADOPTED THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

SECRETARY

CHAIRPERSON
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Hornby Island Local Trust Committee
Bylaw No. 151
Schedule 1
1. Section 6.9 “Development Permit Areas” of the Hornby Island Official Community Plan
Bylaw No. 149 cited as “Hornby Island Official Community Plan (Hornby Island) Bylaw
No. 149, 2014”, is amended by a new Section 6.9.4, “Riparian Areas Protection” which
reads as follows:
“DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA NO. 6: Riparian Areas
Purpose
This development permit area (DPA) is established, pursuant to Section 919.1(1)(a)
of the Local Government Act, for the protection of the natural environment, its
ecosystems and biological diversity. Riparian areas are important because they
include ecosystems that support a disproportionately high number of vascular plant,
moss, amphibian and small mammal species for the area they occupy.
Area:
Development Permit Area No. 6 includes all land designated on Schedule -- of this
plan as being within the Riparian Areas DPA. This DPA includes the following:
1. Riparian assessment areas related to the watercourses, wetlands and lakes
identified on Schedule - as “RAR applicable” streams, major wetlands, and lakes
as the term “streams” is defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation, BC Fish
Protection Act, which includes any of the following that provides fish habitat:




a watercourse, whether it usually contains water or not;
a pond, lake, river, creek or brook; and
a ditch, spring or wetland that is connected by surface flow to
something referred to in the two previous bullets.

and consisting of the surface of the water body and:
a) for a watercourse, a 30 metre strip on both sides of the stream measured
from the high water mark;
b) for a ravine less than 60 metres wide, a strip on both sides of the stream
measured from the high water mark to a point that is 30 metres beyond the
top of the ravine bank;
c) for a ravine 60 metres wide or greater, a strip on both sides of the stream
measured from the high water mark to a point that is 10 metres beyond the
top of the ravine bank;
d) for a lake, wetland or other water body, 30 metres around the water body
measured from the high water mark of the water body;
and Schedule -- shall be so interpreted. The designation and delineation of
Development Permit Area No. 6 consists of a digital record stored and
maintained in a Geographic Information System (GIS) at the offices of the Islands
Trust.

INFORMATION NOTE: Farming activities covered under the Farm
Practices Protection Act are exempt from the requirements of DPA No. 6.
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Objectives:
The objectives of this development permit area are as follows:
1.
To honour provincial designations of certain lands as for agricultural
purposes
2.
To protect the biological diversity and habitat values of riparian and aquatic
ecosystems
3.
To protect the natural environment necessary to conserve productive fish
habitat, including both streams and the adjacent land and vegetation
4.
To prevent the degradation of existing and future water supplies on Hornby
Island
5.
To minimize adverse impacts of land use practices on wildlife habitats and
plant habitats in riparian areas
6.
To prevent water pollution

Development Approval Information
Development Permit Area No. 6 is designated as an area for which development approval
information may be required as authorized by Section 920.01 of the Local Government Act.
Development approval information in the form of a report from a qualified environmental
professional (QEP) or another professional may be required due to the special conditions and
objectives described above.
INFORMATION NOTE: Development Permit Area Guidelines for Development
Permit Area No. 6: Riparian are located in the Land Use Bylaw.

2.

Schedule E, Map 2 is deleted and replaced by Attachment ”1” attached to and
forming part of this bylaw`.
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Attachment 1
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PROPOSED
Hornby Island Local Trust Committee
BYLAW NO. 152
**************************************************************************************************************
A BYLAW TO AMEND THE HORNBY ISLAND LAND USE BYLAW, NO. 150
**************************************************************************************************************

The Hornby Island Local Trust Committee, being the Trust Committee having jurisdiction in respect of the
Hornby Island Local Trust Area under the Islands Trust Act, enacts as follows:
1. Bylaw No. 150, cited as “Hornby Island Land Use Bylaw No. 150, 2014” is amended as shown on
Schedule 1, attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
2. This bylaw may be cited as “Hornby Island Land Use Bylaw 150, 2014, Amendment No. 1, 2015”
TH

READ A FIRST TIME THIS

5

DAY OF

MAY

, 2015

READ A SECOND TIME THIS

17th

DAY OF

JULY

, 2015

PUBLIC HEARING HELD THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

READ A THIRD TIME THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ISLANDS TRUST
THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

ADOPTED THIS

DAY OF

, 2015

SECRETARY

CHAIRPERSON
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Hornby Island Local Trust Committee
Bylaw No. 152
Schedule 1
Schedule “A” of Hornby Island Land Use Bylaw No. 150 cited as “Hornby Island Land Use
Bylaw No. 150, 2014” is amended by:
1. A new Section 9.6 which reads as follows:
“9.6

Development Permit Area No. 6: Riparian Areas - Guidelines

Prior to undertaking any development, subdivision or land alteration, an owner of property within
the Riparian Areas development permit area shall apply to the Hornby Island Local Trust
Committee for a development permit, unless the proposed activity is otherwise exempted by
Section 9.6.2.
9.6.1

Applicability

The following activities shall require a development permit whenever they occur within the DPA,
unless specifically exempted below:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Subdivision of land;
Construction of, addition to or alteration of a building or other structure;
Alteration of land;
Development as that term is defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation, BC Fish Protection
Act; and
e) Installation of any structures within a stream or within the natural boundary of a lake.
INFORMATION NOTE- The installation of a culvert and construction of a driveway access
from a Highway is exempt from the requirement to obtain a development permit.
A separate development permit, or additional development permit conditions in a single permit,
may be required or imposed if the development is occurring in another development permit area
designated in this plan.
9.6.2

Exemptions

The following activities are exempt from any requirement for a development permit:
a) works undertaken by a local government or a body established by a local government;
b) for certainty, all uses that are not residential, commercial or industrial or accessory to
such a use;
c) interior or exterior alterations, renovations, maintenance, reconstruction or repair to a preexisting permanent building or structure to an extent that does not alter, extend or
otherwise increase the footprint;
d) repair or replacement of a septic field on the same spot;
e) the removal of trees that have been examined by an arborist and certified to pose an
immediate threat to life or property;
f)

With the exception of nesting trees protected under Section 34 of the Wildlife Act, cutting
of vegetation and trees more than 15 meters from the stream’s high water mark or the top
of the ravine bank, provided the cutting is not a precursor to development, the
roots/stumps are left in the ground, and the cutting does not result in land alteration;
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g) gardening and yard maintenance activities, not involving the application of artificial
fertilizer, pesticides or herbicides, within a pre-existing landscaped area, including
mowing, pruning, planting, and minor soil disturbance that does not alter the general
contours of the land;
h) manual removal of invasive species and manual planting of native vegetation conducted
in accordance with best management practices;
i)

pruning of not more than two trees in one growing season and that is conducted in
accordance with the standards and recommendations of the International Society of
Arboriculture, and that does not involve: the lift pruning of lower limbs to the extent that
the live crown ratio is less than 50%, the removal of more than 25% of the crown in one
growing season, topping, or the pruning or removal of a structural root within the critical
root zone;

j)

ecological restoration or enhancement projects undertaken or authorized by a public
body;

k) changes in or about a stream authorized under Section 9 of the Water Act;
l)

work that is authorized by Fisheries and Oceans Canada by permit under Section 35 of
the Fisheries Act;

m) emergency procedures to prevent, control or reduce immediate threats to life or property
including:
i. emergency actions for flood-protection and erosion protection,
ii. clearing of an obstruction from a bridge or culvert or an obstruction to drainage
flow, and
iii. repairs to bridges and safety fences carried out in accordance with the Water
Act;
n) farm operations as defined in the Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act and farm
uses as defined in Section 2(2) of the Agricultural Land Reserve Use, Subdivision, and
Procedure Regulation and horticulture as defined in the Hornby Island Land Use Bylaw
177;
o) The construction of a fence if no native trees are removed and the disturbance of native
vegetation is restricted to 0.5 meters on either side of the fence, or 1.5 meters on either
side of the fence in agricultural areas;
p) The construction of a private trail if all of the following apply;
i. The trail is 1.0 meter wide or less;
ii. No native trees are removed;
iii. The surface of the trail is pervious (for example, soil, gravel or wood chips)
iv. The trail is designed to prevent soil erosion where slopes occur; and
v. Where the trail parallels the stream, the trail is more than 5 meters away from the
high water mark of a stream;
q) Disturbance of soils more than 15 meters from the stream’s high water mark or the top of
the ravine bank if the total area of soil disturbance is less than 5 meters squared; and
r)

The constructing of a small accessory building such as a pump house, gazebo, garden
shed or playhouse more than 15 meters from the stream’s high watermark or the top of
the ravine bank if the building is located within an existing landscaped area and the total
area of small accessory building is less than 10 meters squared
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s) Any development more than 8.0 metres from a stream that is a roadside ditch which does
not contain instream habitat for fish according to the Stream identification Reports
prepared for Hornby Island by Madrone Environmental Services (January 2014) and
Mimulus Biological Consultants (March 2012).
Information Note: For best management practices on manual removal of invasive species and
planting of native vegetation, property owners should contact organizations such as the Invasive
Species Council of British Columbia and the Coastal Invasive Species Committee.
Information Note: Some activities not listed here that are regulated under other provincial or
federal legislation may not require a development permit.
9.6.3

Guidelines

Prior to undertaking any development activities within the Riparian Areas DPA an owner of
property shall apply to the Local Trust Committee for a development permit, and the following
guidelines apply:
a) In general, all development in this DPA should be undertaken in a manner that minimizes
impact on and that restores or maintains the proper functioning condition of the riparian
area, water bodies and ecosystems. Where a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP)
or other professional has made recommendations for mitigation measures, enhancement or
restoration in order to lessen impacts on the riparian area and ecosystems, the Local Trust
Committee may impose permit conditions, including a requirement for security in the form of
an irrevocable letter of credit, to ensure the protection of riparian areas and ecosystems is
consistent with the measures and recommendations described in the report.
b) The development permit should not allow any development activities, including the storage
or application of pesticides and other chemicals for non-essential cosmetic purposes, to
take place within any Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA) identified by
the QEP or riparian buffer recommended by another professional adjacent to a non-RAR
applicable watercourse, lake or wetland, and the owner should be required to implement a
plan for protecting the SPEA or riparian buffer over the long term through measures that
may be implemented as conditions of the development permit.
c) Where the QEP or other professional’s report describes an area as suitable for
development with special mitigating measures, the development permit should only allow
the development to occur in compliance with the measures described in the report.
Monitoring and regular reporting by a QEP or other professional at the applicant’s expense
may be required during construction and development phases, as specified in a
development permit.
e) If the nature of the proposed project within the DPA changes after the professional report
has been prepared such that it is reasonable to assume that the professional’s assessment
of the impact of the development may be affected, the Local Trust Committee may require
the applicant to have the professional update the assessment at the applicant’s expense
and DP conditions may be amended accordingly.
f) The Local Trust Committee may consider variances to subdivision or siting or size
regulations where the variance may result in enhanced protection of a SPEA, riparian buffer
or riparian ecosystem in compliance with recommendations of a professional’s report.”
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